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PACIFIC OAS AND E LE C T RI C C O M PANY
W4 ITT f a n

P O W 2' | 77 BEALE STREET + SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94iC6# I415$ 6514211 . Twx 910-372-6587

JAMES 0. SHIFFER N,
October '18,1984..u ..u.m.

c.,u.. .. . me... .

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328

'

Mr. T. W. B4 5 9 , Director '

5

[v $h
,Division of 2 .ctor Safety and Projects 2h .c/' 'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
^

Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368 Q'| '
,

.

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76 7 31VDocket No. 50-323 #

Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Responses to Allegations -

| Dear Mr. Bishop:

Your letter dated August 28, 1984, forwarded a number of allegations for
PGandE's evaluation, investigation, and response. Upon investigation, we
determined that we had previously responded to the subject matter of 65 of
these allegations. Enclosed are copies of these allegations together with our
previous responses. PGandE believes that the evaluations and investigations
conducted resolve these allegations for both Units 1 and 2

We expect to respond to the remaining allegations by the extended deadline of
October 30, 1984

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

- J. . ,hiffer.

Enclosure '
.

% ? , . . . . .
cc: G. W. Knighton \ /.

,,

J. B. Martin ,
. .

H. E. Schierling (~ e
t'Service List ( -

',w. ,
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PACIFIC OAS AND ELECTggt C;OMPANY
n scate stacci. sam raascisco, catironnia 94tos tctcewomc i4:s> 7s1 421:pgg ,

t;g:t e "

October 18, 1934

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328

Mr. T. W. Bishop, Director
Division of Reactor Safety and Projects
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 945 % -5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Docket No. 50-323 3

Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Responses to Allegations

Dear Mr. Bishop:

Your letter dated August 28, 1984, forwarded a number of allegations for
PGandE's evaluation, investigation, and response. Upon investigation, we
determined that we had previously responded to the subject matter of 65 of
these allegations. Enclosed are copies of these allegations together with our
previous responses. PGandE believes that the evaluations and investigations
conducted resolve these allegations for both Units 1 and 2

We expect to respond to the remaining allegations by the extended deadline of
October 30, 1984,

a

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
1etter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.<

Sincerely,

W. A. Raymond

for J. D. Shiffer
Enclosure

!
i

cc: G. W. Knighton
| J. B. Martin

H. E. Schierling
.

Service List

.
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PGandE Letter N3.: DCL-84-328

ENCLOSURE

ALLEGATIONS PREVIOUSLY ADDRESSED

1. 317 18. 775 35 881 52. 1009

2. 392 19. 777 36. 882 53, 1035

I 3. 393 20. 811 37 884 54 1036

4 394 21, 998 38, 886 55 1202

5. 395 22. 783 39. 909 56, 1205

6. 405 23, 784 40 916 57, 1206

7 4 06 24 800 41, 918 58 1207

8. 772 25 813 42. 919 59 1208

9. 465 26. 838 43 928 60 1220

10. 51 3 27 839 44 969 61. 1364

11. 570 28, 823 45. 931 62. 1285

12. 571 29. 1090 46. 932 63 1286

13. 635 30. 840 47 942 64 1289
,

14 665 31. 860 48 952 65 1344

15. 759 32, 867 49. 953

16 1007 33. 883 50. 987

17, 774 34 986 51. 989

.
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NRL Allegation ebal?

Allegation Description:

Hanagemo t aid not have necessary documents from vendors to
guide calculations required of vendor purchases for
structural steel supports.

Tnis subject was previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

Motion to Reopen the Record on DQA, Breismeister et al., Aff, at 74

(Item XLVI) dated March c,1984 The previous allegation and response are

attachea hereto.
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| PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328
217bd/0023K -1- October Ib,1984
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!

Attachment to
! NRC Allegation 0317
| Reference: DQA Response
; Dated: March 6, 1984
| Page 1 of 2

i
!

i
:

ELVI. It is alleged that: ,

I Management did not have necessa doc eents from vendors
and manufacturers to guide calcu ations on required

j! supports for vendor punhases such as valves. The-

emissionhelgstoexplainwyengineersbasedtheirt

analysis on past experience at other lants brou $ t in 1
:

|
from previous jobs. Managenent at Diab o Canyon d<d not

i
i send drawing details and support conditions to valve
; manufacturers and other vendors for approval. The '

'

! vendor's review and approval is necessary to assure that
j the conponent is being used as intended. This omission

'

|
was unique in W. States' experience in the nuclear

.
industry. It represents more necessary infomation that

|
was missing from the seisnic design review program.
(Stokes,1/25/84. Tr. 54-55.) ,

|

'

! 187. The design of valve supports and qualification of the valves for support

I location and fomes was not performed based on "past experience" as |

alleged but, instead, was based upon specific approved criteria,

procedures, vendor supplied data, and review and design standards.
t

188. Piping qualified by coguter analysis includes the modeling of each

j renotely operated valve. These models include the location of the valve
i
j and operator center of gravity (C/G) and mass. The C/G location, mass.

\
.

i and allowable accelerations are provided by the vendor and are l
!

doc eented in Design Criteria Documents and drawings. In a very few :
,

cases, presumably the onissions alleged, the valve supplier was no

longer in business and therefore could not provide the location of the

valve C/G. In these cases the valve C/G was assened to be two-thirds

! the distance fran the valve center line to the tap of tlw operator based
"

*
?

,

|
upon p'revious experience. This instruction is contained in piping !

t

! procedure p-11. The calculated valve acceleration provided by the ;
!

b



Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0317
Reference: DQA Response
Dated: March 6. 1984
Page 2 of 2

conputer analysis is compared to the vendor allowable to show

qualification. If support of the valve is required to meet criteria,
_

the analysis is reperforned with the added restraint included. The

analysis results provide forces on the support and valve. These forces

are then converted to equivalent valve accelerations and conpared to

supplier allowables to denonstrate qualification.

189. Piping designed by manual methodology, as directed by Design Criteria-

Menorandiss M-40, required supports to be installed on all renotely

operated active valves. The supports were installed in pairs: one on

the pipe at the valve and one on the operator. This methodology ensured

that there was no differential movement between the pipe, valve, and

valve operator and assured valve qualification for both stress and

operability considerations.

190. Guitance for design of valve supports was provided by design standards.

However, all valves restrained by valve supports were reviewed by either

the supplier or an independent project engineering group to ensure that

valve integrity, operability, and accessabilit, for maintenance were

provided. The review was directed by written procedure and the results

are documented.

'

.
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NRC Allegations 90392, b393, and 0394,

Allegation #0392 Description: !

Atkinson-night shift QA inspection was abolished because of
high quality standards applied

Allegation v0393 Description:<

Atkinson-Management warned QA night shif t to ease up on
application of inspection standards.

Allegation v0394 Description:

Atkinson-hanagement cancelled the night shift QA inspection
to eliminate a production obstacle.

These subjects were previously addressed in Response Nos. III-59 and III-68
1

submitted in PhandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984 The previous

allegations anc responses are attached hereto.
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PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328
217bd/0024K ~2~ Detober 18,1964
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0392. 0393, and 0394

, Reference: DCL-84-243
| Dated: June 29. 1984
i III-59 and III-68 Page 1 of 2

i
,

It is alleged that:
I

i

Atkinson did shut down the swing shift, and each of us was
i transferred to the day shift, soon after which an
i fronworter superintendant (sic) threatened me, saying that
| I was not going to "get avgy with" the same things on day.

1j shift as on swing sh' ft, and I had better watch out. I was '

te intimidated. (3/21/84 Anon. Aff., Attachment 8, at

23. Management was openly hostile to the night shifts,

| [ sic) high quality standards, and around April 1979
| abolished our entire shift. There was little question
'

about the reason for abolishing the shift. Supervisors
j infomally told us the reason was that it was not'

economical to keep our shift when we wouldn't buy the work.
!

j 24. This cancelling our shift was the last incident after
i a period of management hostility against the night shift.
| Earlier management had warned us to ease up on our

standards,;

l 25. When annagement cancelled the ni ht shift to eliminate
! a production obstacle, it also sacriffced the best
i qualified inspectors for the Nosgri modifications on the
! tuttine building. Most of the inspectors on night shift
! went to Cal Poly during the day where they were in the
] sidst of advanced engineering or welding prolrams. When

the night shift was cancelled we inherently ' ost those
1 inspectors, since they were scheduled for classes during
! the day. By contrast, the day shift inspectors lef t to
! cover everything consisted primarily of individuals whose
J basic gualifications were that they needed the work and
| passed a one-week inspection course. (3/9/84 Nedrick Aff.
| st 8.)
!
J Contrary to the allegation, the FACO night shift was disbanded in
i

April 1979 because the FACO work was entering the completion stage

j (FACO lef t the site in August 1979). The amount of work remaining
.

j and simple economics dictated that a single day shift was all that
;

j was necessary to complete the work on schedule. The allegations that

{' Face management advised the night shift to ' esse up on its .

1

|

|
i

(
- . . - . - . _ -. - . _ _ - __



Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0392, 0393, and 0394
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

standards" or that the "best qualified inspec[8rs Nre sacrificed

when the night shift was disbanded are unsubstantiated., All

faspectors, both day shift and night shift, were qualified through

training / certification to perform their assigned inspection duties in

a professionally acceptable manner. At no time did GFACo management

instrvet their inspectors to sacrifice quality for production. In

fact, management always stressed quality workmanship and standards.

All inspection activities on all shifts were performed to the same
standards.

i

o

., 1

.

. .- .. ._ ..
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NRC Allegation rO39b

Allegation Description:
,

Atkinson-14anagement transferred inspector in retaliation [for application of high quality standards.

There have been two previous instances where allegers have stated their

opinion that transfers were the result of "high quality standards." One of

these instances involved the abolishment of the GFACo night shif t and the

other involvea the reassignment of an inspector to perform a vault audit.

Both of these issues have been previously addressed, the first in Response

hos. III-69 and III-b8 submitted in P6andE letter DCL-84-243 dated

June 29, lbb4, and the second in Response No. III-69 in the same letter. The

previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

.

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-64-328
217bd/0023K -3- October 16, 1984

9
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0395
Reference: DCL-84-243

| Dated: June 29, 1984

III-59 sad III-48

It is alleged that:
,

Atkinson did shut down the swing shift, and each of us was
transformd to the de shift, soon after which an
fronworter superintendant [ sic] threatened me, saying that
I was not going to "get away with" the same things on day_

shift as on sw' ng shift, and I had better watch out. I was
te intimidated. (3/21/84 Anon. Aff., Attactment 8, at

23. Management was openly hostile to the night shifts
[ sic) high quality standards, and around Apr"1 1979
abolished our entire shift. There was little question
about the reason for abolishing the shift. Supervisors
informally told us the reason was that it was not
economical to keep our shift when we wouldn't buy the work.

24. This cancelling our shift was the last incident after
a ped ed of management hostility against the night shift.
Earlier management had warned us to ease up on our
standards.

25. When management cancelled the night shift to eliminate
a production obstacle, it also sacrif' ced the best
qualified inspectors for the Hosgri modifications on the
turtiine butiding. Most of the inspectors on night shift
went to Cal Poly during the day where they were in the

,

aidst of advanced engineering or welding programs. When
the night shift was cancelled we inherently lost those
inspectors, since they were scheduled for classes during
the day. By contrast, the day shift inspectors left to
cover everything consisted primarily of individuals whose
basic qualifications were that they needed the work and
passed a one-week inspection course. (3/9/84 Hedrick Aff.
at 8. )

Contrary to the allegation, the FACO night shift was disbanded in

April 1979 because the FACO wort was entering the completion stage

(FACO left the site in August 1979). The amount of work remaining

and simple economics dictated that a single day shift was all that

was necessary to complete the wort on schedule. The allegations that
_

FACO management advised the night shift to * ease up on its

T
.. - - - - - - _ - - -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0395
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 3

standards" or that the "best qualtfled inspectors * were sacrificed

when the night shift was disbanded are unsubstantiated., All !

faspectors, both de shift and night shift, wem qualfffed through

training / certification to perform their assigned inspection duties in

a professionally acceptable manner. At no time did EFACo management

instruct their inspectors to sacrifice quality for production. In

fact, management always stressed quality workmanship and standards.

All inspection activities on all shifts were performed to the same
standards.

.

9

!

l

!

k|
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0395
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 3

III-69
|

It is alleged that:
,

26. Management was not satisfied merely to dissolve my
shift. Around April or May I was transferred to conduct an
audit in the vault as punishment for our inspection
record. It was unusual that a supervisory welding
inspector would be auditing documents in the vault for
30 days..

When after around a month I found too many violations and
correction action became backlogged, the pattern of
retaliatory transfers continued. I was sent back to the
field as a weld inspector until the end of the contract.
(3/9/84 Hedrick Aff, at 8-9.)

:|

It is not uncoenon for experienced inspectors to be assigned the task

of auditing internal documents during periods of diminished activity

elsewhere. It is assumed that an experienced inspector wo01d be able

to perfom the auditing activities in a timely and efficient manner.

Neither the assignment nor the period of time involved was unusual.

As a point of clarific'ation, the " vault" alluded to by Mr. Hedrick is

not an airl ss, closet-like " black hole" structure but, in reality,

is a well-lit, interior room, with limited but ample working space

for at least four individuals.

Mr. Hedrick's assignment did not result in "too many violations" and,

the corrective action system did not become backlogged as he states.

He was sent back to the field because the auditing activities were at

an appropriate breakpoint and a need had been identiff.ed in the field

for additional QC inspection support.

/0
. - _ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - .
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NRL Allegations #U405, 04ub, and 0772

Allegation #0405 Description:

Atkinson-flanagement instructed production crews to ignore
and/or remove QA hold tags on welds.

Allegation n0406 Description:

Atkinson-Production crews removed QA hold tag on weld and
ground it down so location of weld would not be easy to
identify.

Allegation nu??2 Description:

hold tags removed without proper authorization.

NKL Allegation Paraphrase:

hold tags installed by Atkinson inspector were removed
without proper authorization.

Tnese sub ects were previously addressed in Response No. III-66 subraitted inJ

P6andE letter DCL-64-243 dated dune 25, 1984. The previous allegation and;

response are attached hereto.

i

*
.

|
\

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328 |
217bd/002.$K -4- October 16, 1964 i

P
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0405, 0406, and 0772

-

Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

: III-66 Page 1 of 8

It is alleged that:

14. At management instructions production crews ignored
and/or removed hold tags I had issued. In fact, production :

crews worked for three days on the welds in one case. In
that instance even the production foreman supported sty
reject tag because he knew the welds could not pass
ultrasonic testing (UT) examination. Even the welder
wanted to hang a new plate. The techniques were so poor
that lack of fusion was a near certainty. But management
overrode the reject tag. (See Jul
memoranda, enclosed as Exhibit 4)y 28,1978 swing

.

15. Another instance where production crews removed the
hold tags is described in the March 8,1979 swing
memoranda, enclosed as Exhibit 5. Production didn't take
arty metal out or remove the weld as they should have.
Instead, crews just ground it down so you wouldn't know
that a weld was there.

| 16. During the summer of 1978 the hold tag log book was
falsified to erase any reference to a hold tag I had
handwritten. Consistent with usual practice I had issued
and logged in by hand hold tag 026 one evening. The hold
tag involved a violation that occurred from damage when an
erwetion aid was removed from a gusset plate. In the
process, about 1/4 inch divit had been ripped out from the
base metal when the erection aid was broken off. The next
day after I filed sty entry in the log the secretary took
that page and on a new page typed the entries up to sty hold
tag 026. Then she stopped and returned the typed version
to the lo Eventually, someone else logged in a new hold
tag 026. g.Mine vanished. To sty knowledge the violation was
not fixed. A copy of the relevant log page is enclosed as
Exhibit 6. (3/9/84 Hedrick Aff. at 6.)

The general subject of how " Hold" and " Reject" tags which were used

! to control questionable or rejectable work has been previously

discussed in responses to NRC Allegations #408, #409, and #410 which
|
|

were filed with PGandE letter DCL-84-145, dated May 29, 1984 As

paragraph 14 of Mr. Hedrick's allegations appears to use " Hold" tag l

land " Reject" tag interchangeably and the circumstances associated

1408d -1-
/v
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| |
, Attachment to
| NRC Allegations

0405, 0406, and 0772
i Reference: DCL-84-243
( Dated: June 29, 1984
! with the specific welds are therefore not c1[M.* ft is 1mpossible to8

respond to this allegation in detail. However, under no

circumstances was a generic management directive issued to ignore any {
such tags issued by Mr. Nedrick. |

|

Mr. Hedrick implies that once a " Hold" tag is issued, it may never be

removed by anyone other than the inspector who originally placed the

i tag. This is untrue. In certain specific cases, if the welds were

in progress and could be ground out and rewelded such that they would

pass a UT examination, the decision to continue with the welds

(rather than cutting them out and starting over) was valid. In all

cases, a " Hold" tag could be removed after a detemination of an

appropriate course of action or the acceptability of the existing

weld. Such a determination could only be made in conjunction with QA

and/or Engineering. The ultimate acceptability of the welds would be

indicated on an inspection fom signed by a QC inspector.
>

Paragraph 15 of Mr. Hedrick's allegations relates to " Hold" tags

associated with excessive weave and oversized welds. These concerns

were addressed in response to RC Allegation #420 (Mr. Hedrick's

Paragraph 7) which discussed the generic resolution of excessive

weave and oversized welds. Further, as described in response to NRC

Allegation #416 (Mr. Hedrick's Paragraph 3), the identified excess |

welding was ground down in preparation for UT inspecti,on in

accordance with previously defined and accepted procedures.

!

1

/3
.. .-. ._ . _ . . . - . . . - . - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0405, 0406, and 0772
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 8

Mr. Nedrick's allegation that "the hold tag log book was falsifled"

was refuted in PGandE's response to NRC Allegations #408, #409, and

#410. That response indicated that "Apparently, Mr. Nedrick's ' Hold'

tag was incorrectly entemd in the ' Reject Tags Issued' log and

subsequent correction of the log deleted this incormet entry."

There were no requirements for the listing of a " Hold" tag unless

such a tag resulted in a nonconformance report (NCR). Had

Mr. Hedrick's " Hold" tag met this criteria and had it been entered in

the proper log, " Nut Hold Tags Issued", it would not have been

deleted. The work tagged by Mr. Hedrick, at described in Exhibit 6

of his affidavit, was likely determined by the day shift QC
i

supervisor to be work in progress and approved methods and procedures

for repairing the base metal existed. Thus, the tag was removed and

the required work performed.

,

Therefore, all of the activities of " management" addressed herein
_

! were conducted in an appropriate manner.

!

:

|
i

:

*.

(Y
+

:
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0405, 0406, and 0772
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

.

Page 4 of 8

NRC Allegation #408, #409, and #410
.

It is alleged that:

17. I informed management of the missing hold tag
refe'renced in a memorandum the next day. Sty meno was
ignored.

18. Although I was the head welding inspector on the night
shift, management denied me the authority to issue hold
tags directly a few weeks after sqy meno on the missing hold
tag. I had to leave a request for the day shift sapervisor
to issue the tags. I was the only inspector who could not
issue hold tags which is an insoector's basic enforcement
tool for immediate relief. Wort may have continued and
problems been exacerbated before the day shift saperyisor
got to a|y requests, even when he didn't veto them.

,

19 Removal of hold tags coincided with attempts to cover
up the flaws that had been cited. One case involved one
inch weld rod weave, when the maximum was 5/8". After my
hold tag was twooved the veld was covered over by

*

performing more weld passes, called stringers. But even
then, the coverup was unsuccessful. The original weld
diameters were still visible in gaps between groups of
stringer welds. (See Exhibit 3, at p. 1.) (Nedrick Aff.

, at 7.)
l

172. There is no basis for the allegations relating to misuse or restrictec

use of Hold / Reject tags. GFACo used a combination of " Hold" tags and

" Reject" tags to control questionable or rejectable work. GFACo Quality

Control Procedure QCP-9 " Nonconforming Items" addressed the issuance of
|

" Hold" tags and " Reject" tags. A yellow * Hold" tag was used to identify

an item which was in question. No record needed to be or was kept of

" Hold" tags issued unless a nonconformance report resulted. A yellow

" Hold" tag was also used to identify a verified nonconforming item for

which an NCR would be prepared. Each such tag issued was sequentially

numbered and listed in a log of "NCR Hold Tags Issued." The two logs

/f 4

- - - _ _ __ - -_ _ _ _ _ . . -_ -- - - _ _ - _ _ - _ - -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0405, 0406, and 0772
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 5 of 8

ftferenced (NCR Hold Tags Issued and Reject Tags Issued) were set up as

a basis for tracking or determining the status of work until tags were

removed or final action had been taken. No formal signature or

initialling of these logs was required by QA/QC personnel in order to

enter a tag description. Periodically, the logs were updated and ,

retyped by the QA secretary. These logs were not retained as quality

records since they did not constitute " objective evidence" as required

by the QA program.

173. A * Reject * tag could be issued by a GFACo Quality Assurance Inspector

without preparing an NCR. Each such tag issued was sequentially

n6ebered and described in a log of " Reject Tags !ssued.#,

174 Quality Assurance Procedure QA-14 states that missing tags would be

reported to the Quality Assurance Manager and be replaced by a Quality

Assurance Engineer after verification of substantiating documentation.

During the initial period of work by GFACo, there were instances of

missing Hold tags or of production crews ignoring Hold tags. In August

of 1978, the GFACo Project Manager held a meeting with the QA Manager,

the General Superintendent, the Ironworker Superintendent and Foremer. te

discuss the importance of tagging to control the quality of work.

Termination of personnel was indicated as the only option for resolving !

future infractions of the tagging system. This management action was

successful since only isolated problems with Hold tags occurred

thereafter.

|

|
_ - - . - - - _ . -- . -.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0405, 0406, and 0772
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 6 of 8

175. Work-in-progress for which repairs were to be made did not require the

issuance of a * Hold" tag or a " Reject" tag to correct unacceptable work

if there was an approved method or procedure for making the repairs.

176. Allegation #408 is not substantiated. Mr. Hedrick's assertion that his

" memo was ignored," relating to a missing Hold tag, is in conflict with

QA Procedure S-14 cited above, which describes the procedure for

verifying and replacing a missing Hold tag. In fact, the whole episode

appears to stas from a series of misunderstandings by Mr. Hedrick.

First, from the description of the nonconforming item in paragraph 16

and in Exhibit 6 of Mr. Hedrick's affidavit, the QC sge'evisor on the

day shif t likely determined that a Hold tag was not required since the

work was in progress and approved methods and procedures for repairing

the base metal existed. Secondly, as can be seen in Exhibit 6,

apparently Mr. Hedrick's Hold tag was incorrectly entered in the " Reject
"

Tags issued" log and subsequent correction of the log celeted this

incorrect entry. Since the " Hold Tag 1ssued" log is not available, it

cannot be detenr.ined whether Mr. Hedrick's Hold tag was subsequently

entered in that log or whether the day shift QC supervisor deterrined

that it was not required for the reason described above.

,

177. Loss of any Hold or Reject tag in the field caused, at worst, a loss of

time on the part of an inspector who had to expend the ef. fort to replace;

| '

the tag. Although a lost tag was an inconvenience, there was no
.

_ _ _ - - . - -- - - - - - - - /7- --
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0405, 0406, and 0772
Reference: DCL-84-243

' Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 7 of 8

degradation of quality of the final product. The ultimate acceptability

of any weld was indicated on an inspection form which would be signed by

the QC inspector only if all deficiencies in the work had been corrected.

178. In Allegation #409 (refer also to Allegations #415 and #416),

Mr. Hedrick was told to issue Hold or Reject tags only on work that was

directly assigned to him. The allegation is misleading since it implies

that this instruction, not to issue Hold tags, applied to swing shif t

work for which he was the responsible QC inspector. This was not the

He was instructed not to issue Hold tags on day shift work incase.

progre ss.

179.
The origins of this concern were instructions given to Mr. Hedrick by a

PGand swing shift inspector, Mr. Art Carlson, to place Nold tags on

work in progress by the day shift. These instructions eiere reversed

when it became apparent that the swing shift, both FACO and PGandE,
!

should only inspect and place Hold tags on swing shift work and not on

work properly under the cognizance of the day shift. It is clear that
Mr. Hedrick was allowed to issue Hold tags on swing shif t work as is

demonstrated by Exhibit 1 to his Affidavit. His December 27, 1976,

swing shif t memo (Exhibit 1) was dated over four months af ter the

alleged instructions not to issue Hold tags. Item ? on this meme

clearly demonstrates that Mr. Hedrick could and did issue Hold tags and

could and did stop work until the Hold tag was resolved. '.

.

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ , -- - ' ' ' " - - - - - ' '
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NRC Allegations |
0405, 0406, and 0772
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Dated: June 29, 1984
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180. Further (refer to Allegation #403), Mr. Hedrick was told to coordinate

possible swing shift problems with the day shift QC supervisor to

provide consistency of specification and code interpretation. All GFAto

swing shift QC inspectors were required to coordinate the issuance of

Hold tags with the day shift QC supervisor. Mr. Hedrick was not an

exception.

1 81. Allegation #410 is without technical merit. Excessive weave was

identified generically as a nonconformance. Resolution of this

nonconformance was dispositioned by NCR 268 through qualification of

1-1/2 inch weave welds. It is likely that Mr. Hedrick's Hold tag and

recommendation for repair to the weld were not approved by the QC

swervisor since the concern was being addressed in an NCR. NCR 268
'

identifies Mr. Nedrick as the individual detecting the nonconformance

and states that none of the work has been accepted by Q( pending the NCR

disposition. Therefore, this situation demonstrates that Mr. Hedrick's

concern was addressed appropriately in the QA program and that the !

quality of the weld was acceptable.

182. No further corrective action is required.

1

1 .
.

I

l
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NRL Allegation #D46b

Allegation Description:

Signatures on pipe rupture restraint weld process sheets
are phoney, a blank was signed then xeroxed.

Tnis subject was previously addressed in Response No. III-9 submitted in

P6anaE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1964 The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto.

4

|

.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K -5- October 16, 1984 i
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0465
Reference: DCL-84-243

i Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 3

III-9
i

It is alleged that:

15)
sheets - which insure the work was not done in an ad hocThe signatures on pfpe rupture restraint veld process
manner -- were phoney. A blant sheet was afgned anTthen {; seromed. This is evident from a review of multiple weld

.

;

process sheets -- the signatures are too perfectly! identical. :
j from the early years.I also confirmed this practice with engineers

Examples are enclosed as Exhibit 181

16) InReprt83-37theNRCmadethefollowingfindingonpage 18:
The inspector examined the 90 day welder's io

and found that no void existed between 8/72 and 12/72." g
3
'

This was the basis for NRC findings. I don't know who is
responsible but that statement is false. The April 1978

'

pullman resp,onse to the NSC audit (Exhibit 19. at p. 25.),

concluded the opposite:

i weld log from August,1972 to December,1972.""There is a void in the 90 day
i

based on a purported reconstruction of the log cannotA v excuse'

wash.

to Cassissioner Gilinsky should have been reviewed by theThe NRC should know, because my November 1983 report
'

.

!

NRC staff months before Report 83-37 was issued at the endj
of February 1984 In the last section of sy report I:

challenged the reconstruction as not being reliable,linconsistencies and omissions that rendered impossib e a vdue to:
confidence in the results.

(3/22/84 Hudson Aff. at 8-9. )
I

Item 15
i
i

Standard format process sheets were prepared for specific types of
i

I

rupture restraint work.
The required steps to be accomplished and

inspection hold points to be performed were in accordance with the
;

I

approved procedures and were pre-typed and zeromed to include the

signatures of the preparer of the form and the QA individuals who

approved the content of the form. These signatures indicate that the

process sheet was correctly prepared, not that the inspections had

been performed appropriately. The inspector signs the line

" Inspection checks approved by" and dates the signature upon
.,

2.1 ,

_ _ _ _ _ - - . - - - - - - -'-- ~- ~ ~ ~ ~
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0465
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 3

,

cogletion of his inspection. He maintains control of the process

sheets and merely adds the restraint numbers and/or feentification

numbers (such as field weld numbers) as the need arises prior to the
start of work.

The process sheets, when completed, are then turned in to CA for,

review and filing in the appropriate dociment package. Although

there is nothing in the regulations or the AWS code to preclude the
e

t
'

use of aeroxed signatures, it was subsequently decided to discontinue
this practice.

Item 16 ,

The 90-day welders log was reconstructed, identified as such in the

response to the NSC audit, and was shown to the aftC during their
| investigation of the NSC audit. The log was reconstructed from1

available evidence to close or answer the * void" identified in the
NSC audit.'

:

Mr. Hudson's allegation is based on GAP submittal of March 23, 1984

Exhibit fl, a letter from Mr. Hudson to Commissioner Gilinsky. Pages

24-30 deal with thfs issue. Mr. Nudson discusses OR 4713, which
i

documented paper-handling discrepancies in regard to the contatteent,

,

spray piping system weldf ag. Mr. Nudson notes that the rod;

i
regisitions Ifsted the actual welding material used (that is. SMAWi

:
E308-16. ETAW EA-308) and therefore the welding process. The

..

|
\

|

.
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Attachment to
i NRC Allegation 0465

Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 3,

maintenance of welder qualiffcations is based on the weld process
'

used (SMAW, STAW, etc.). Mr. Nudson then jumps to the three month
. gap in the wel$r log identiffed by NSC. He notes that the gap andi

the DR 4713 welding took place at the same time.i Mr. Nudson then

focuses on welder "N" and questfons, if the listing of weld

procedures based on the rod requisitions and process sheets is
;

'

incormet, how can the reconstruction of the 90-day welder log be;

correct? Mr. Hudson ignores the fact that the reconstructed log for

welder "N" used his carbon steel welding, not his stainless steel

welding on DR 4713, to show maintenance of his qualifications.

Since the weld rod mquisitions Ifsted the actual weld rod used,

which relates directly to the weld process, requisitions can be used

correctly as a basis for updating melder qualifications,

i

u It is recognized that some uncertainty W exist whenever such an
;

effort is required. However, it is felt that sufficient evidence!
<

existed to accceplish this effort with a high degree of confidence.

'.

4
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NkC Allegation rudl3

Allegation Description:

Failure to comply with weld procedure requirements led to
"truly pathetic" welds for the pipe rupture restraints.

This subject was previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

hotion to Reopen the Record on CQA, Arnold et al., Aff, at 17 (JI 58 and 29),

i dateo Marcn 15, ILb4 The previous allegation and response are attached

hereto.

!

.

!

..

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
2178d/0023K -6- October 16, 1964
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0513
Reference: CQA Response

J1 #58 and 29, Motion at 20-21 and 15, respectively. Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 1 of 3

It is alleged that:
,

In some instances, the unreliability of nondestructive
examinations is due to manipulation of the test results
in order to mask deficiencies. This allegedly occurred
in 1982, with respect to tests involving around 230 Unit ,

I (iii) full penetration welds -- some in the containment
-- where UT examinations revealed large numbers of
rejectable conditions, including voids, slag, and lack of
fusion in the roots of the welds. These deficiencies
raise questions about weld bonding. Bechtel and PG&E
(iii) management responded by manipulating the UT
procedure in a manner that would lower the number of
rejected indications. The welds were then " accept (ed) as
is" on the basis of relaxed acceptance criteria. (citino
1/12/84, Anon. Aff. at 8; 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 2-3.)

The failure to comply with weld procedure requirements
led to "truly pathetic" welds for the pipe rupture
restraints. In one case a backing bar for the weld was
permanently held by tack welds designed to provide
temporary support. The fusion was so weak that a light
tap with a hanner knocked it of f completely. (citina
1/16/84, Anon. Af f. at 2.)

46. These allegations combine the allegations f rom two anonomous af fidavits

dated January 12, 1984 and January 16, 1984. However, the first

sentence, namely that test results were manipulated, is not supported by

either of the affidavits cited as authority. One-underlying af fidavit

spoke only to " change of ' acceptance criteria,'' which is substantially

different than " manipulation of test results." (1/12/84 Anon. Af f. at

8.)

47. In August 1982, field welds on rupture restraints in Unit 2 were

observed by a P6andE inspector to have incomplete fusion to backing
- bars. In order to visually inspect the field welds, the backing bars

, were removed by chiselling and grinding. To identify and track the

problem, two NCRs (DC. 82-RM-N001 and DC2-82-RM-N002) and an

..

.

.

'
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0513
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19,1984.

Page 2 of 3
investigation procedure (8833XR-001) for the full penetration welds in

Unit I were written.

48. As originally written, the investigation procedure required the welds to
i

be re-examined both by the UT procedure in existence at the time the

weld was made and by the 1982 UT procedure. Most of the welds examined

with the 1982 procedure showed indications which may or may not have
- required rejection under the original acceptance criteria.

49. Independent of the investigation program, an analysis of the UT

procedures being utilized by the program was performed by Bechtel

Materials and Quality Services, the equivalent of PGandE's OER. The

analysis determined that examinations using the original procedure were

not repeatable. This conclusion corresponded to a determination made by

PGandE in 1979, when use of the original procedure was discontinued and

all welds examined under this procedure were addressed by PGandE

engineering. The analysis also determined that the procedure developed

by PGandE in 1979, and still in use in 1982, was more stringent than the

applicable requirements of AWS.

50. As a result, a third procedure (PGandE Procedure 3523-M), the one

challenged by Mr. Hudson, was developed and utilized, which reflected

the current AWS requirements. This UT procedure was not manipulated in

any way. As direct proof, under the new procedure, 40% of the welds did

not meet AWS acceptance criteria.

51. Characteristics and location of each individual weld included in the 40%

were submitted to engineering for a deta..ed analysis to determine each

weld's fitness for use under its intended design purpose.

'.

.
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Attachment to
NRC.A11tgation 0513
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984

.

Page 3 of 3 |
52. The weld's fitness for intended design purpose was demonstrated by

engineering analysis or the weld was replaced or repaired. As a result

of this program thirteen welds of the same joint configuration were

repaired..

53. Under the program, there was no manipulation of test results. ;
,

Procedures utilized adopted code requirements, and individual welds were

analyzed to determine fitness for intended design purpose consistent

with proper engineering standards.

54. From the initial discovery of the problem through its resolution, a well

thought out and well controlled program was conducted in accordance with

established quality assurance requirements.

.

. .

!
.

.

i
'
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NRC Allegation rub 7b [1
Allegation Description:

In January 15bS, alleger was removed as internal auditor
for not closing enough audits although others were the
cause of delay.

This suuject was previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

Hotion to Reopen the Record on CQA, Karner et al., Aff. at 5 (JI 92), cated

March 19,1964 The previous allegation and response are attached hereto.

'
-

]

!

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K -7- October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0570
Reference: CQA Response

,

Dated: March 19, 1984 l
Page 1 of 1 i

l
i

J1 #92, Motion at 26.

It -is alleged that:

In January 1983, Mr, Hudson was removed as internal
auditor, on pretextual grounds that he had not closed out
enough audits. Unfortunately, Mr. Karner and supervisors
were sitting on some of Hudson's audits beyond the
required deadline, although they were not demoted for
obstructing the process. Mr. Karner also was loading Mr.
Hudson down with ancillary assignments, and unscheduled
audits were not counted. (citino Hudson Aff, at 24.)

6. Mr. Hudson was replaced as the Pullman Internal Auditor in January,1983.

He then worked in the Pullman OA/0C Department closing out Discrepancy

Reports (DRs) and Deficient Condition Notices (DCNs). He was not removed

f rom his position of Internal Auditor on the pretextural grounds that he

had not closed out enough audits.

7. Mr. Hudson's failure to comply with ESO 263 has already been discussed and

was a significant reason for his reassignment. While Mr. Hudson had also

been criticized for not conducting all of the scheduled audits, it was not

his responsibility to do the corrective action necessary to close out the

audits. Thus, the statement by Mr. Hudson that he was removed as t'he

Internal Auditor on pretextural grounds that he had not " closed out"

enough audits is simply not true.

..

- . _ . - -
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hRC Allegation pub 71

Allegation Description:

When informed of non-compliance with 10CFRbu App. 8, QA
Manager stated that Pullman was not comitted to Appendix B.

This subject was previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

Motion to Reopen the Record on CQA, Geske et al., Aff. at 8 and 9 (JI 93).
!
' dateo March Ib,124 The previous allegation and response are attached

hereto.

.

|

.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0571
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 1 of 1

JI #93, Motion at 26-27.

It is alleged that:

The bottom line is that Pullman was not committed to
10CFR50, Appendix 8. The internal auditor informed Mr.
Karner that he had violated 10CFR50, Appendix B. Karner
responded twice that Pullman was not committed to
10CFR50, Appendix B, and that it was "O.K.* for him to
violate the Code of Federal Regulations and related
contract specifications. (citino Hudson Aff, at 24.)

16. The characterization of Mr. Karner's response to Mr. Hudson is

inaccurate and deliberately misleading. At no time did Mr. Karner say

it was acceptable to violate NRC requirements or contract specifications.

17. Pullman Power Products QA Program was implemented in accordance with

PGandE Specification 8711, Section 4. ' Contractors Quality Assurance

Program.' Specification 8711 does not specifically reference 10 CFR 50

Appendix B. Instead, it specifies the criteria to be met. These

criteria address the 18 elements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

18. It is to a discussion of this point which Mr. Hudson misleadingly refers
j in his affidavit. Mr. Karner did not indicate that it is 'ok" to

violate the Code of Federal Regulations, or any other quality assurance

requirements.
s

19. Mr. Karner is fully aware of Pullman's obligation to meet quality

assurance program requirements, and knows he is responsible for their

implementation. The fact that Pullman's program meets the quality

program requirements is evidenced by successful completion of PGandE,

ASME and NRC program audits. Additionally, onsite audits are conducted

by Pullman corporate audit teams to assure continued implementation of

10 CFR 50, Appendix 8.
,

.__ - - _ . _ _ _. .. . . - _.



NRL Allegation tubab

Allegation Description:

Pullman QL Manager never responded to an inspector's memo
about a potentially widespread problem with baseplates
mounted over concrete with voids.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No.199 submitted in PGandE

i letter DCL-b4-IL7 dated May 17, lbb4 The previous allegation and response

are attachea hereto.
;

.

|
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0635
Reference: DCL-84-187
Dated: May 17, 1984 iGAP #199, Petition at 12. Page 1 of 3 '

It is alleged that: *

In the summer of 1982, the same inspector raised but never
received a resp 9nse to a memorandum asking Mr. Karner about
a potentially widespread problem with baseplates that are
mounted over concrete voids. The inspector believed that I

the voids could af fact the strength of the bearing surface !for the baseplates. (citino 2/25/84 Anon. Aff, at 12 and

related Exhibit 22.) )

The difference between the Petition and Attachment 2 is that the allegation

refers to a memorandum to Mr. Karner concerning "a potentially widespread

problem with baseplates that are mounted over concrete voids," whereas

Attachment 2, pp.19-20 and Exhibit 37, identify the actual concern as a

question about the installation of base plates over unistrut embedded in

concrete and the reduction in bearing surface where the grout did not

completely fill the unistrut. Since the original response did not discuss

this concern, the original response should be deleted and the following

supplemental response inserted in its place.

A review of the Pullman files has failed to discover a copy of the memo

attached as Exhibit 37. In fact, neither Mr. Karner nor Mr. Werner, to whom

Exhibit 37 was addressed, can recall ever seeing the stemo. However, Mr.

Werner does recall discussing the matter with Mr. McDermott and going into

Unit 2 and inspecting the baseplate in question. Mr. Werner recalls
I explaining to Mr. McDermott that he did not consider the condition to be of

any consequence due to the relative sizes of the baseplate and the unistrut.
!

*

.

'

.?)
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At,tachment to,

NRC Allegation 0635i

| Reference: DCL-84-187
Dated: May 17, 1984

Fromanengineeringstandpoint,theexistenceofembed[Nunstrutsunder
;

rupture restraint baseplates generally would not be a cause for concern. Ini

most cases, the unistruts are completely filled with grout tdhen the baseplates

are grouted, thereby eliminating any concern regarding grout volds.;

Even if
!

the unistrut is not entirely filled, the small size of the unistrut, 1-5/8"

wide, limits the size of the potential void. Baseplates require bearing when

they are subject to direct or flexural compression. Due to the typical size |

'

of the baseplates they can easily span across a hypothetical void caused by

the 1-5/8" wide unistrut with negligible effects on their stiffness. The
'

small reduction in bearing area, typically 2 percent, caused by the existence

of an unfilled embedded unistrut would be negligible.

To further illustrate this insignificance of voids in embedded unistruts, pipe

support baseplate grouting, as addressed in ESD 223 section 6.3.7.2, allows

gaps.under the baseplate to extend over 25 percent of the baseplate surface
,

While the rupture restraint construction procedures do not address thearea.

maximum acceptable voids, applying this same 25 percent criteria to rupture
,

restraint baseplates, would demonstrate that the bearing surface of the plate

more than adequately meets design requirements.

For the specific case identified in this allegation, the Unit 2 rupture

restraint design has been reviewed and calculation no. 52.23.145.1 has been
I

amended to acknowledge the existence of the embedded unistrut. As part of the

review, the unistrut was assumed to be totally devoid of grout, thereby

reducing the bearing surface by 2 percent. Since the baseplate design has a
*

.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0635
Reference: DCL-84-187
Dated: May 17, 1984
Page 3 of 3

;

l

! factor of safety of 15, a 25 reduction in the bearing surface is of no.

,

significance thereby substantiating the original judgement made by Mr. Werner

and contradicts any notion that management sought to cover-up a potential
problem. '

At the same time engineering was reviewing the design, Mr. Werner visually

reinspected the baseplate in question and determined that the embedded

unistrut is filled with grout.
.

Therefore, this allegation raises no technical concerns.

*

O

4
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NKL Allegation rubbb

Allegation Description: /

PLandE's reform commitments have not been applied to the
field through an on-site training program for the engineers.

/
/

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. 246 submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-64-16o dated April 2 1984 The previous allegation and response

Ofbare attached hereto.

p h)/
M)
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,
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PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328
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Attachment to j

NRC Allegation 0665 '

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 28, 1984
Page 1 of 1

5 GAP #246. Petition at 27. i

It is alleged that:

Even if Opropriate. PG4E's refom comitnents have only
existed on paper. Iney have not been applied to the field
through an on-stte training progran for the engineers. .

~ (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 6.) ,

IM. The allegation is false in that at least four training prograns were

conducted during 1983 for on-site engineers and inspectors. Two weld

syr6ols training prograns based on AWS A2.4 "Syrtols for Welding and

Nondestructive Testing.' for 350 engineering and inspection personnel

were conducted during May, June, and July,1983.

-
.

,

e
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WRL Allegations #U759 and 1007

Allegation #0759 Description:

Atkinson QL was non-existent at start, it was something
that just sort of developed.

Allegation albO7 Description:

Quality Lontrol was something that sort of developed. It
was not there from the start, some documents had to be
bound back and rewritten to obtain adequate inspection
documents - see shear.

NkL Allegations r07b9 and 1007 Paraphrase:

Atk.inson quality control was nonexistent at start, it was
soi.eething that just sort of developed. Documents were
revisea as work proceeded, as soraething less than adequate
information was found in original documents.

These subjects were previously addressed in Response No. 418 submitted in

PGandE letter DCL-b4-195 dated May 25, 1964. The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto.

,

..
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Attachment to I

NRC Allegations 0759 and 1007
iReference: DCL-84-195

| iDated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 2

| NRC Allegation #418

11 is alleged that:

5. The quality of early Atkinson inspectors was erratic:
nec essa ry f nf ormat ion was not verified because there wasn't
a perf ectec, systematic weld record system. The system
initially 'was established by trial and error f rom the
bot t om up. L a te r, the sy s ter wa s pe rf ec ted. But some of
the early inspection records wert so superficial that
multiple operations or welds were covered by a single check
ma rk. (See Febrvary 2,1979 swing memorandian enclosed asExhibit 3, at p. 2). (Nedrick Aff, at 3.)

193
The GFACo inspection requirements, as established by the 'PGandE

specification and the codes referenced therein, were consistent
throughout the contract.

At the start of contract work in 1978, GFAto

was given approval to use a Quality Assurance Program which had been

previously used onsite for work under Specification 8831 (1969-1977..

This prograe met all of the Diablo Canyon requirements in effect as of
that date. The QA program was strengthened through issuance of

successively more detailed and explicit Quality control procedures. As

modification work started on the first few bays of the turbine building,

it became necessary to develop a more detailed inspection / documentation

system so as to provide better traceability of documentation for each
unique joint or plate. This change meant redocumenting the initial
inspection records.

After multiple forms identifying the previously

completed and inspected joints had been prepared from the original

single form by QC lead inspectors or hy a QA engineer, the original QC i

{

'.
I

O
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:, Attachm:nt to
NRC Allegations 0759 and 1007
Reference: DCL-84-195 |Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 2

inspector was contacted for confirmation and initialing / signing of the

inspection form for each nimbered joint for which the inspector was

re sponsible. Intemplete or missing information was either documented

through an NCR or the work was reinspected. There was no f alsification
of documents. No further corrective action is required.

;

i

'

!
.
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NRL Allegation r0774 ~

Allegation Description:

Alleger found so many problems in a vault audit that he was
given another assignment.

Nkt Allegation Paraphrase:

(Atkinson) alleger found so many problems in a vault audit
that he was given another work assignment, since he was
generating a backlog of problems.

Tnis subject was previously addressed in Response No. III-6!s submitted in

PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 25, 1984. The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto.

.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023X - 12 - October 16, 1984
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| Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0774
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of I

|
III-69 ;

1

It is alleged that:

26. Management was not satisfied merely to dissolve my
shift. Around April or May I was transferred to conduct an
audit in the vault as punishment for our inspection
record. It was unusual that a supervisory welding
inspector would be auditing documents in the vault for
30 days.

When after around a month I found too many violations and'

correction action became backlogged, the pattern of
retaliatory transfers continued. I was sent back to the
field as a weld inspector until the end of the contract.
(3/9/84 Hedrick Aff. at 8-9. )

It is not uncosenon for experienced inspectors to be assigned the task

of auditing internal documents during periods of diminished activity
.

elsewhere. It is assumed that an experienced inspector would be able

to perform the auditing activities in a timely and efficient manner.

Neither the assignment nor the period of time involved was unusual.

As a point of clarification, the " vault" alluded to by Mr. Hedrick is

not an airlhss, closet-like " black hole" structure but, in reality,

is a well-lit, interior room, with limited but ample working space

; for at least four individuals.

|

[ Mr. Hedrick's assignment did not result in "too many violations" and

the corrective action system did not become backlogged as he states.

He was sent back to the field because the auditing activities were at
'

an appropriate breakpoint and a need had been identiff ed in the field

for additional QC inspection support.

TL
- - - .. . _ . _. . .. -_ ._. _ _ .



NRL Allegations ru?/b, 0777, 0611, and 0996

Allegation 90775 Description:

Vault audit findings (unofficial) - incomplete fuel
inspection forms, check marks missing, initials missing,
welder's names missing.

NkC Allegation Paraphrase:

(Atkinson) alleger vault audit findings were incomplete
fuel ins
missing,pection forms, check marks missing, initialswelder's names missing.

Allegation r0777 Description:

Only the welder who completed the weld would appear on
record.

Allegation rubil Description:

Welders who did work were not accurately documented.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson welders who perfomed work were not accurately
documented on wela inspection foms (FE-1). The weld form
had one of the lines for icentification of the welder or
welders performing the work. Many times a welder would
perform part of a weld one day shift, another welder would
pick it up the next shif t or day, sometimes without knowing
which welder had worked the weld before. Many times it
would be a last minute to fill out the FE-1 form line on
who did the welding, and remember and identify (sic) all
the welders who worked on the weld from shift to shift, day
to day. Many times an inspector would find a weld almost
done, and there would be no welder's name on the FE-1 fom.

;

.|

1

.

_ PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 13 - October 18, 1984
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Allegation eu99b Description:

Audit of vault found unacceptable paper work incomplete
fuel inspection forms, checkmarks missing, etc. -
especially prevalent was the missing 10 percent sign off
for welds.

NRL. Allegation Paraphrase:

(Atkinson) alleger vault audit findings were incomplete
fuel inspection forms, check marks missing, initials
missing, welder's names missing.

These subjects were previously addressed in Response No. 399 submitted by

PbandE letter DCL-64-19b dated May 29, 1964, and Response Nos. III-65 and

111-bSA submitted in PuanaE letter DLL-64-243 dated ounh 29, 1564 The

previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

lt is assumed that the term " Fuel inspection form," as used in the allegation,

is the " Field Erection Inspection Fonn, FE-1."

;

,

f

*.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 14 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0775, 0777, 0811, and 0998
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 4

NRC Allegation #399

It is alleged that:

30. When inspectors found evidence of ghost welding,
management did not satisfactorily address the problem and
it persisted. Although there are neames (sic) credited to
the welds, I wouldn't vouch for their accuracy generally.
(Hedrick Aff. at 9.)

153. ' Ghost welding" did not occur or persist as alleged. Occasionally, an

undocimented weld was identified by an inspector. In such cases, the

weld was documented on an NCR.

1 54 All GrACo welders were qualified prior to being assigned as welders and

all welds were inspected prior to acceptance. Inspection of welded

joints required a combination of welder and inspector consnunication;

i.e.', the welder must advise the inspector when a "Doctmented Inspection

Point" had been reathed and the inspector must be aware and available it

male the inspection. Since there was not a one-to-one relationship o'

welders and inspectors, a weld was undocumented only when production

f ailed to notify Quality Control for required inspection. The GrA 3

inspection document identified each weld joint and was used to verify
.

that inspection had taken place and that the weld was acceptable. In

cases where documentation did not include a welder's name and the welder

could not be identified, an NCR was written (e.g., NCRs 315 ind 321

listed missing welders' names at four weld locations). It should be

noted that AWS D1.1 does not require welders to be identified in

W
. _ _ _ ._. ._ -. .- - _- . __ - -_ . .
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0775, 0777, 0811, and 0998
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 4

relation to specific welds. The GFACo QA program went beyond the code

requirements and identified the welder by name as further verification

that the welder was qualified. While such instances occurred, they were

not frequent and the corrective actions, which included reinspection,

removal of the weld, or accept-as-is, were controlled by the QA program.

155. Ido further corrective action is required.

1

*
.

I

%
_ _ - _ . -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0775, 0777, 0811, and 0998
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

!!!-65 age 3 of 4
1

;

It is alleged that:

6. Management had quality control documents falsified to
. upgrade the incomplete inspection records. Other personneli

doctored the records to add information that hadn't been*

included by the initial inspectors, after the originators
had lef t the job. To illustrate, separate detailed
inspection records were created and substituted for one
check mark that approved multipe [ sic) welds in the
earliest records. I was an eyewitness to this practice.
(3/9/84 Hedrick Aff. at 3-4.),

The allegation that management had quality control documents
i

{ falsified is, itself, false.

!
This issue is apparently the same one that has been addressed in the

:

response to Allegation 111-56. As is stated in that response, as

modification wort on the first few bays of the turbine building
,

proceeded, it became apparent that it would be useful to provide '

j

documentation for each unique joint, connection or plate rather than

collective documentation for several joints, connections or plates at,

a cosmon location. Multiple forms identifying the previously

completed and inspected joints were prepared by QC lead inspectors or

by a QA engineer from the previously completed collective forms. The

original QC inspector was contacted for confirmation and

initialing / signing of the inspection form for each numbered joint for

which the inspector was responsible. When the original inspector was

not available or when inspection of the joints could not be verified
>

| by review of the inspection documentation, the wort was either

reinspected or the incomplete or missing information was documented '

!

j through an NCR. There was no falsification of documents.
.

. - - _ . - - - _- - - _ _ - _ _ _N__
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0775, 0777, 0811, and 0998
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

III-69A

It is alleged that: |
,

,

! 29. Undocimented welds, performed by unknown welders, were |

| a cosmon occurrence. Even if the weld were repaired, there |
!would only be docimentation identifying the second welder

who fixed it. There was no way to identify the original
welder whose wort was deficient. On site we jokingly '

referred to those undocumented welders as " ghost welders,"
(See February 14, 1979 memorandia, enclosed as Exhibit 8.)
(3/9/84 Hedrick Aff. at 9.)

The response to NRC Allegation #399 filed with PGandE letter<

DCL-84-195, dated May 29, 1984, addressed the subject of undocumented

i welds in greater detail. " Undocumented welds, perfonned by unknown

welders" were not a common occurrence at Diablo Canyon as is

alleged. In cases where names of welders were not identified on
'

inspection documentation (Hedrick Exhibit 8), subsequent follow-up by

; QC inspectors usually resulted in identification of the welders as

required on GFACo Forn FE-1. In cases where the name of the welder

could not be deter:Ined, the welds were documented on an NCR as a

j basis for acceptance or rewelding.

I

1

|

..

,
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hkL Allegations pu7b3 and 07b4

Allegation e0783 Description:

An inoivioual was sitting there writing "OK" on
documentation.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

A former Atkinson inspectur's inspection documents (on
shear lug work) were rewritten, and another individual was
sitting there signing the former inspector's initials on
the re-cocumentation of old work. Inspection reports were
being updated and expanded to current level of
documentation standards.

Allegation 90784 Description:

Docuraentation was rewritten and signatures transferred
without procedures and adequate documentation to " clean up"
paper.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson documentation was rewritten and signatures
transferred without procedures and adequate documentation
to recreate /" clean up" early documents. Usually perfomed,

by the same inspector who signed the original report, if he
was still on the job site.

These subjects were previously addressed in Response Nos. III-56 and 111-65

i submitted in PGanoE letter DCL-b4-243 dated June 29, 1984. The previous

allegations and responses are attached hereto.

GFALo Quality Control Procedure QCP-lb, " Preparation and Review of Quality

Assurance Records," established the requirements relating to QA documentation,

i |
'

..

|

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328
217bd/0023K - 16 - October 16, 1964
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incluaing review for completeness and verification that the work operation had

been satisfactorily completed. Either QC lead inspectors or a QA engineer

were assigned the responsibility for documenting review and verification of

correction completion. When either the original inspector was not available

or when inspection of work could not be verified by review of the inspection

documentation, the work was either reinspected or the incomplete or missing

information was documented through an NCR. There was no falsification in the

" clean up" of documentation, as alleged.

No further actiofs is rcQuired.

:

l

,

i

4

.

.

:

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-b4-328
217bd/0023K 16 - October Ib,1984
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Attachmsnt to

. NRC Allegations 0783 and 0784 ''

Reference: DCL-84-243
' Dated: June 29, 1984

; Page 1 of 4

III-56,

:

It is 41eged that:1

!

| For example, when I was at Atkinson, I observed an
inspector sitting at his desk in the office, repeatedly.

! signing someone else's name to a whole stack of documents.
It turned out that an inspector had left Atkinson, and
after he left someone decided that there were a number of
documents that he should have signed or initialled. So,

; instead of m-inspecting the wort, or even trying to get
| the first inspector to try to reconstruct the paperwork,
' Atkinson chose to have another inspector forge the;

signaturv of the first inspector. Since he was doing this
in the office I assume that it was done with the knowledge,

j of management, and probably at their direction, to make the
| paperwork good-looking, even if inaccurate.

j Also while I was at Atkinson, during the time that seismic
modifications were being done to the turbine building. I;

discovered that someone had signed g name as having;

j inspected some work that I knew quite well I had never
inspected. At that time Atkinson had two shifts, and I); discovered that it was a person on the other shift who had
forged g name. I confronted him about it and he adnitted!

that he had signed g name, and the signature was
i corrected. He did not, to the best of g knowledge, ever
j forge g signature again.
4

{ Incidents like this one point out the need for QC personnel
to always be alert to the possibility of being set up, so'

| as to take the rap for having approved bad work, a tactic
i that has been used to fire people at Diablo. (3/21/84
; Anon. Af f. , Attactment 8, at 1-2. )

i

The allegations relating to large scale signing of someone else's

j name and forging of signatures are unsubstantiated and untrue. As
4

j structural modification work started on the first few bays of the

turbine building, a more detailed inspection /docimentation system was

developed to provide specific inspection traceability for the

documentation of each unique welded or bolted field connection (Guy

F. Atkinson Company (GFACo) Form FE-1). The existing (initial)

- - .. - - - _ - _ _ . . _ - _ . - - - _ _ _ _ ___ - _ . . .--
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| Attachment to

|
NRC Allegations 0783 and 0784
Reference: DCL-84-243

i Dated: June 29, 1984
| Page 2 of 4

.

inspection documentation considered several joints or connections at

a common location as a single entity. k1tiple forms identifying the

previously completed and inspected joints were prepared from the

single previously completed inspection forms by QC lead inspectors or,

by a QA engineer. The original QC inspector was contacted for
|

t

confirmation and initialing / signing of the inspection forms for each
]

nunbered joint for which he was responsible. This might account for
'

i

the observation by the a11eger that an inspector was seen repeatedly

signing documents. However, such signings were with the individual's
i

{ own name, not that of others. In cases whert the original inspector

was not available or when inspection of the joints could not be

verified by review of the inspection documentation, the work was

either reinspected or the incomplete or missing information was

documented through an NCR.
.

Obviously, no one can be absolutely certain that isolated instances
~

where individuals surreptitiously signed the name of another

! inspector to a form did not occur. However, such a practice was

neither sanctioned nor condoned by PGandE or its contractors. Anyone

identified to management as having done this would have been dealt

with severely. Specific avenues for reporting of failures and

defects (and forgery / falsification) were set up under the

requirements of 10 CFR 21 and were made known to all employees.

Neither the alleger nor anyone else brought forth any info,ruation

about this alleged act of forgery, which supposedly occurred over

- - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -[f-



Attachment to ,

NRC Allegations 0783 and 0784
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 4

five years ago, to the attention of management via any one of the !

available avenues or in any other manner before this instant

affidavit.

.

O

O

|

O

'
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0783 and 0784
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 4 of 4

III-65

It is alleged that:

6. Management had quality control documents falsified to
upgrade the incomplete inspection records. Other personnel
doctored the mcords to add information that hadn't been

,

!included by the initial inspectors, after the originatorshad left the job. To illustrate, separate detailed ;

inspection records were created and substituted for one
'

,

check mark that approved multipe [ sic) welds in the
earliest mcords. I was an e
(3/9/84 Hedrick Aff. at 3-4.)yewitness to this practice.

The allegation that management had quality control documents

falsified is, itself, false.

This issue is apparently the same one that has been addressed in the
'

response to Allegation III-56. As is stated in that response, as
i

modification wort on the first few bays of the turbine butiding
i

j proceeded, it became appartnt that it would be useful to provide '

I
documentation for each unique joint, connection or plate rather than

collective docmentation for several joints, connections or plates at
; a coenon location. Multiple forms identifying the previously

completed and inspected joints were prepared by QC lead inspectors or

by a QA engineer from the previously completed collective forms. The

original QC inspector was contacted for confirmation and
,

i

initialing / signing of the inspection fonn for each numbered joint for

which the inspector was responsible. When the original inspector was

not available or when inspection of the joints could not be verified>

by review of the inspection documentation, the wort was either
.

reinspected or the incomplete or missing information was documented

through an NCR. There was no falsification of documents.
|

[.31



NRC Allegation 90b00

Allegation Description:

It was impossible for QL to get a welder recalled for
retest.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

In 1976 it was impossible for QC to get a welder recalled
for retest on Atkinson work site. A welder, The
specifications said that the inspector could call for a
retest, but in practice, it was impossible to get a retest
on a welder suspected of being incapable of doing the job.

Tnis subject was previously addressed in Response No. 397 submitted in P6andE

letter DCL-84-195 dated May 25, 1964 The previous allegation and response

are attached hereto.

.

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 17 - October 16, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0800
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984 |
Page 1 of 1

NRC Allegation #397
.

It is alleged that:

28. It was almost impossible to get unqualified welders
of f the job. On paper I had the authority to send the t
back for additional training anc retesting. But production
would ignore my instructions and just reassign the welders
to another crew. This happened on around half a dozen
occasions over the 18 months that I worted for Atkinson.
When Atkinson's contract ended, the same welders got on at
Pullman and Foley, suggesting that those contractors'
standards are as low as Atkinson's. (Hedrick Af f, at 9. )

1 50. PGandE has no information supporting Mr. Hedrick's allegation. To the

contrary, Mr. Carlson, who was PGandE's swing shif t inspector, affirmed

that Mr. Hedrick never conplained that a questioned welder had continued

as a production welder. Mr. Hedrick had the right to question any

welder's ability and to require another qualification test if the welde-

was to continue as a welder as described in GFACo Quality Contrcl

Procedure W-1, " Welding and Welder Qualification" ( AWS D1.1, Rev.

2-77). Generally, a welder was reassigned to a nonwelding crem a s a r. .

alternative to requalifying or teminating the welder.

151. Some welders later went to work for Pullma or e.P. Fole,. Tnese

welders were regsalified in a:cordance witn approved contra:tt r s

welcing procedures prior to perfoming welding. .

|

152. No further corre:tive action is required.

|

._ ___ $,
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Nkt Allegations ebbl3, bb36, and 0635
~

J

j Allegation e0813 Description:

Plant is built on underground stream bed where granite was
predicted (turbine building, west side).

'

NkL Allegation Paraphrase:
!

Plant is built on underground stream bed were granite was
precicteo (turbine building, west side). There were three
caissons in the turbine building west side tress going down

; 6b to 65 feet. They drilled these three four-foot diameter
i holes down that far. And they found that the base rock, or

their bedrock, was not really the granite that it had
tested out to be, was sandstone.

Allegation e0b3b bescription:

3 caisson holes 65 to 8b ft. deep drilled in mia-1979
drilled into sanastone vice granite that was supposed to be

i there.
:
'

NRL Allegation Pcraphrase:

Three caisson holes 65 to 85 feet deep, drilled in
mid-1973, were drilled into sandstone vice granite that was
supposed to be there. The caissons in the middle of the
building, ano tne three caisson holes 65 to bb feet deep
were drilled down into a underground stream bed that was to

! be solic bedrock. Aligned with that, in the performance of .

'

! duties on the turbine deck and above, alleger had occasion
to observe the actions of a core drilling outfit that was'

drilling down through the turbine pedestals. He observed
the core samples coming up. The so-called granitei

sub-base, or sub-rock, turned out to be sandstone. There<

'

were, in fact, veins of diesel oil from leaking tanks in
this rock, evidencing the fractured nature of it,

i

1

Allegation eub39 Description:

Anchoring bedrock for turbine is so fractured that there
; were veins of diesel oil from leaking tanks in the rock.
; e
j

t

*
.

!
4 1

PGandE Letter No : DCL-84-328
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NRL, Allegation Paraphrase:

Anchoring bedrock for turbine is so fractured that there
were veins of oiesel oil from tanks leaking into rocks.

These subjects were previously addressed in Response Nos. 369 (paragraph 131)

ano ht; subuittea in PbandC letter DLL-b4-lbb dated May 29, 1964 The

previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

At no tinae during this operation was any diesel fuel oil encountered in the

rock or removed from holes with the cores. There may have been some instances

where an oily substance (possibly diesel fuel) was found on the core samples

while they were lying in open boxes on the 140-foot elevation of the turbine

builoing. It took several days to complete orilling of each hole. During

this time, these boxes were exposed to the many workmen and drilling equipment

participating in the activity. This may have resulted in the appearance of

diesel fuel on the samples.

The Pbanal Startup Engineers have been queried on this matter and have,

] confirwed that no diesel fuel oil tanks at the site have demonstrated any

inoications of leakage,

i

r

!

*.,

I

l
|

| PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-320
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations

' 0813, 0838, and 0839
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 4

NRC Allegation #389
,

It is alleged that:

41. During the spring of 1978 management improperlyi

installed three caissons during the Nosgri modifications
for the turbine building in holes that had about 12 feet of
mud and water in the bottom of the 65-85 foot caissonholes. There was supposed to be granite for bedrock. The
holes quickly filled up with mud and water, because they

1

'

were in an underground stream bed. This led to a Mexican
standoff as the job was stopped for over two weeks. In theend PG4E management decided to just install the
reinforcement bar cages and fill the holes with concrete.
The excuse was that the hole was too deep to clean safely.
The particular caissons are located toward the center of

<

the tuttine building. (Nedrick Aff, at 12. )

:

130. Contrary to this allegation, all caissons were properly installed under

close supervision of both FAto and PGendt personnel. These caissons

were designed as friction-type piles, not as end bearing piles, for
'

installation in the rock sandstone strata that exists at Dfdlo Canyon.

PGendE was aware that there is no granite located at the site (Ref. FSU

Section 2.5). Concrete was not placed in 12 feet of water and mud in

the bottom of holes as alleged; this material was removed. The depth of

the caisson holes varied from approximately 40 to 60 feet, not 65 to 65
j feet as alleged. Holes were drilled through backfill matertal until the

i

underlying bedrock was reached. An adcitional 30 feet was then drillec 1

into bedrock. Tne upper portion of the hole (in backfill) was usuall

cased. The lower portion of the hole (in bedrock) was uncasec.
|

*
.

1
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Attachment to-

NRC Allegations
0813, 0838, and 0839
Reference: DCL-84-195 |
Dated: May 29, 1984 |

Page 2 of 4 l

131. There was no ground water from "an underground steam bed" encountered at

the time >f initial drilling of the caisson holes. The situation

described by Mr. Hedrick occurred when rain water and ground water

entered the. holes. After pumping the rain water out of the holes, it
1

was observed that water continued to perec, late into several holes. At

this time, PGandE's Engineering Department was contacted by a PGandE

inspector to determine if this water presented a design concern. The

PGandE Engineering Department engaged a soil consultant, Harding-Lawson

Associates, to inspect all caisson holes for acceptability. At the

conclusion of Harding Lawson's field inspection and prior to concrete

placement, the option was given to either place tremie concrete

(underwater concrete placement method) or pump out the ground water

before concrete placement. The latter method was used. Water and/or

suddy water was removed by mechanical means and dip buckets. The

allegation is correct in inferring that Cal-OSHA requirements prohibited

1msering of a man below the cased portion of the hole. Prior to the

placement of concrete, each caisson hole was inspected visually and by

sounding. These inspections found the holes to be acceptable and were

documented on " Concrete Placement Cards" (as required by GFACo Q:

p rocedure s ). Each applicable inspection item, as noted on the Con: rete

Placement Card, was initia11ed by GFAto production and 0A/0: personnt'i

I and a PGandE concrete placement inspector,

i

*
e

e
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0813, 0838, and 0839
Reference: DCL-84-195 i

Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 3 of 4

132.
The two-week delay referred to as a "Menican Standef f * in the allegat :e.

,

constituted the time required for Harding-Lawson to inspect the holes

and develop'their recomendations as well as time lost due to rainy
weather.

133. No corrective action is required.

*
.

(O
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
0813, 0838, and 0839
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 4 of 4

NRC Allegation #390

It is alleged that:

42. Due to its earth base of sandstone instead of granite
as presumed, grouted cables designed to anchor turtine
pedestals ended up pulling out. The tension cables are
supposed to anchor the pedestals to bedrock, but sandstone
was not a solid enough base to grip. (Hedrick Af f. at 12. )

1 34
Contrary to this allegation, the tur$1ne building rests on sandstone

bedrock as originally designed (Ref. FSAR Section 2.5). The turtine

Fi>estal anchors were designed for installation in the sand, stone
bedrock.

Prior to use of these V5L rock anchors, their suitability for

use at Diablo Canyon was verified by installing and tensioning a test
anchor. Conclusive evidence of the acceptability of each anchor has

been achieved, as the design of these anchors requires that each anchor '

be tensioned to a load exceeding the calculated design load. Records

documenting that every anchor was successfully preloaded to the rediree
values a-e on file.

135.
There were two anchors on which the cable strands broke under
tensioning. They were removed and replaced with new anchors. One other

anchor would not hold the specified 600 kips.
These anchor deficiencies

were documented on nonconfomance reports which were reviewed and

approved by the responsible PGandE engineer,
i

.136. Records are available which verify that tensioning of all anchors met
engineering design requirements. No corrective at? ion is required.

61
_ .
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NRL Allegations 90b23 and 1090

Allegation e0823 Description:

QC inspectors performing inspections without being
qualified Level I.

.

Allegation rulL9u Description:

Conaucted inspections without Level I or II certification.

NkC Allegations e0b23 and 1090 Paraphrase:

Foley QL inspectors were performing inspections without
being qualified Level I or Level II, sometimes after only
being on the job one and a half weeks.

These allegations are similar to SSER 21, item 57, and were fully responded to

in PGanal letter No. DLL-64-065 dated February 17, 1964. The previous

concerns and responses are attached hereto.

.

..

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 20 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to !
NRC Allegations 1

823 and 1090 .

*
;

Reference: DCL-84-065 l
.

| Da ted: February 17, 1934|

Page 1 of 5
PACIFIC OAS AND EI.,E C T RI C C OM PANY
P@w2 ; n erau starrt sa= ra cisco. c. tiro.... .ua . u wei m . v.. ..e m w.

&

e.e ee m a=
" Y. .J .

February 17, 1984

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-065
i

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
| Diablo Canyon Unit 1
'

SSER 21 - Item 57
Inspector Qualification

Dear Mr. Martin:

Enclosed is PGandE's response to item 57 described in $5ER 21 pertaining to
the qualification and certification of H. P. Foley quality controlinspectors. Information regarding qualification and certification of Pullman
Power Prcducts quality control inspectors is scheduled to be provided shortly.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

:

Sincere i

. O. **"y _r

Enclosure

sc: T. W. Bishop
D. G. Eisenhut
N. E. Schierling4

Service List '
-

h3-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations*

823 and 1090. ,

Reference: DCL-84-065
Dated: February 17, 1984
Page 2 of 5

PGandE Letter No.: SCL-84-065,

!
,

'

ENCLOSURE

I
PGandE RESPONSE T0 lett QUESTI0h5 REGARDING CERTIFICATION.

OF F0 LEY INSPECTORS
|

Description of Concern

On January 19, 1984,
representatives of NRC Region Y noted that HP Foley

Company (HPF) did not begin certification of inspector qualification in strict-

compliance to ANSI M45.2.6 until 1982. PGandE was requested to provide a

description of the methods and programs used to qualify inspectors prior to
.

1982.
This request was not directed to nondestructive testing personnel

qualifications since all non-destructive testing personnel have always been

qualified and certified to the standards of ASTN-TC-1A.
Background

This ites was examined in detaf f by the NRC in March and April,1983. The

results were reported in I&E Inspection Report No. 50-275/83-13 Item 5d, page
6. No items of noncompliance were noted.

Program Description

From 1970 through April 1981, formal certification was not required for HPF

quality personnel at Dfablo Canyon. However, requframents for qualification

ynd responsibilities for training of quality personnel were in effect as

specified by approved and documented programs. The NPF QA manual, then QCP-6

(1974) " Indoctrination and Training" Procedure described how the NPF QC
..

personnel, when hfred, were qualiffed and assigned inspection dutfes based on

the QA Manager's review of their education and experience. Based on this

initial review, inspectors were then trained to the applicable procedures0301d -1-

bV 1
_ _ - - -
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i Atta:hment to
,

NRC Allegations.
,

823 and 1090
.

Reference: DCL-84-065'

and other inspection requirements. Da ted: February 17, 1984
Additionally, newly-hired inspectors were Page

assigned to experienced inspectors who provided them with the necessary
1

of 5

on-the-job training. Documentation of this on-the-job training was not

required but trainidg records were kept. An inspector in training was not
-

allowed to document work acceptance until he had received sufficient training'

and had shown by performance that he was ready to perform his assigned
duties.

I

i

These requirements and their implementation were routinely reviewed by PGandE
QA audits and PGandE General Construction inspections. i

;

In May 1981, the QCP-6 procedure was revised to require certification of
inspector qualification.

The essential requirements were as follows:
1.

Inspectors were evaluated and certified for specific type of
inspection by the QA Manager.

2.
Personnel certification was based upon an individual's education,
training, and experience.

3.
Personnel certifications were documented and maintained in the HPF QADepartment.

The qualification requirements for training, experience and education

continued to meet the intent of ANSI M45.2.6.The ANSI requirement to

establish inspector levels was not implemented.
Each inspector's background

.and training was documented by discipline (such as civil, mechanical, or

|
..

1

0301d
-2-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations
823 and 1090**
Reference: DCL-84-065
Da ted: Februa ry 17, 1984

-

electrical) but the qualiffcatfon levels (such as I. II{ay, j3g Swere not
established. (Level I is a trafnee. Level II, an esperienced faspector, and

Level III a supervisor.) Individuals which would have met only Level 1

tequirements were not' allowed to perform acceptance inspectfans since
-

faspectors in trafnfng were not allowed to accept work.
.

In August 1982, the requirement for Foley to comply with ANSI N45.2.6 (1978)

was established by the PSandE Quality Assurance Audit 20801, doceented in

Open Itee Report (DIR 117-82), and the subsequent Minor Varfat fon Report,

(MVR E-2394). This audit was conducted in accordance with NRC Generic Letter
81-01. PGandE responded to Generic Letter 81-01 with a formal cosenitment to

meet ANSI M45.2.6. HPF complied with this requirement by issuance and

implementation of QCP-6A, Rev. O. on December 7.1982.

_ Summary

From the beginning of construction until 1981, the number of HPF inspectors on

site varied from three to ten. Since the numbers of inspectors were small,

the performance of inspectors was easily monitored by the HPF QA management.

This overview provided assurance that inspections were satisfactorfly

performed although the program did not meet all ANSI M45.6 requirements. HPF

has always had approved procedures and training programs in place to assure

appropriate inspections. Even though the earlier HPF program did not meet the

.

0301d -3-
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NRC Allegations

.* 823 and 1090
'

Reference: DCL-84-De5
Da ted: February 17, 1984

requframents of MSI M5.2.6. the level of training and MnYatkon of
faspector qualification met the licensing comettaents of PGandE and was
consistent with the fatent of industry standards and requfrements.

i

Igrovements have been mad < over time as has been done elssehere in the
-

industry, and today the program for quality Control faspector qualif featf'' on

and certification is in complete compliance with MSI M5.2.6.

l

i

O

*
.

030id
-4-
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|
NRL Allegation rD840 gr l'- '

Allegation Description:

. The bedrock that the plant is anchored to is not solid.
There were many instances of anchoring cables pulling out
of tne rock and losing their tension.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The bedrock that the plant is anchored to is not solid,
when they tensioned the cables to pull the turbine
pedestals down there were many instances of the cables
pulling out of the rock and losing their tension. They had
to go back anc redrill and regrout those.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. 390 submitted in PGandE

letter DLL-b4-l% dated May 29,19b4 The previous allegation and response

are attached hereto. Contrary to this allegation, there were no anchoring

cables that pulled out of the rock or lost their tension. There were three

documentea cable nonconformances (two anchors on which cable strands broke and

were replaced and one anchor which would not hold the specified 600 kips of

tension). As previously stated, records are available which verify that

tensioning of all anchors met engineering design requirements.

.

.

|
'

i

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217Bd/002.* - 21 - October 16, 1984
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| Attachment to
i

NRC Allegation 840
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 1

!

NRC Allegation #390

It is alleged that:

42. Due to its earth base of sandstone instead of granite
.

as . presumed, grouted cables designed to anchor turt>1ne
Pedestals ended up pulling out. The tension cables are
supposed to anchor the pedestals to bedrock, but sandstone
was not a solid enough base to grip. (Hedrick Aff. at 12.)

,

134
Contrary to this allegation, the turtpine butiding rests on sandstone

bedrock as originally designed (Ref. FSAR Section 2.5). The tuttine

pedestal anchors were designed for installation in the sand, stone
bedrock.

Prior to use of these VSL rock anchors, their suitability for

use at Diablo Canyon was verified by installing and tensioning a test
anchor.

Conclusive evidence of the acceptability of each anchor has a

been achieved, as the design of these anchors requires that each anchor

be tensioned to a load exceeding the calculated design load. Records

documenting that every anchor was successfully preloaded to the required
values are on file.

135
There were two anchors on which the cable strands broke under
tensioning. They were removed and replaced with new anchors. One other

anchor would not hold the specified 600 kips.
These anchor deficiencies

were documented on nonconformance reports which were reviewed and

approved by the responsible PGandE engineer.
,,

136. Records are available which verify that tensioning of all anchors met
engineering design requirteents. No corrective action is required.
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NRL, Allegation rubb0
~

Allegation Descriptfon:

In PPP self-study book #210 CFR 50 Appendix B criteria was
incorrectly paraphrased.

,

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. V-27 submitted in PGa7dE

letter DLL-b4-243 dated June 29, 1964 The previous allegation and response

are attached hereto.
4

It is improper to draw a conclusion, as the alleger does, that the full

meaning is lost any time something is paraphrased. The fact that 10 CFR 50,

Appenoix b was paraphrased in the self-study book is of little consequence;

the paraphrasing >dia not change the substance of the document and the book was

for study purposes only. Neither the Pullman erection and fabrication program

nor their QA program is based upon the self-study book.

,

*

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 22 - October 16, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 860
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 6

i

V-27,

It is alleged that:

Another document I reviewed was PPP EMPLOYEE SELF-STUDY
BOOK #2, relating to Pullman's version of 10CFR50, Appendix

-

8. " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants."
The Pullman version differs substantially from the legal
version with respect to organizational structure for the QA <

program. The official version reads as follows:

I. ORGANIZATION

The applicantl shall be responsible for the
establishment and execution of the quality assurance
program. The applicant may delegate to others, such
as contractors, agents, or consultants, the work of
estaD11shing and executing the quality assurance
program, or any art thereof, but shall retain
respons1blitity sic) therefor. The authority and
duties of persons and organizations performing
structures, systems, and components shall be clearly
estab11shea ano delineatea in writing. These
activities include both the performing functions of
attaining quality objectives and the quality assurance.

'

runc tions. Ine quality assurance functions are tnose
: of (a) assuring that an appropriate quality assurance

program 1s established and effectively executed and
(b) verifying, such as by checking, auditing, and
inspection, that activities affecting the
safety-related functions have been correctly
performed. The persons and organizations performing.

quality assurance functions shall have sufficient
authority and organizational freedom to identify

| quality problems; to initiate, recomend, or provide
solutions. Such persons and organizations performing
quality assurance functions snali report to a
management level such that this required authority and
organizational freedom, including suf ficient
independence from cost and schedule when opposed to
safety considerations, are provicec. Because or Ine
many varlaDies involved, such as the number of,

personnel, the type of activity Desng performed, and
Ine location or locations where activities are
performed, the organizational structure for executing
the quality assurance program may take various forms
provided that the persons and organizations assigneo
the quality assurance functions have this required
authority anc organizational f reecom. Irrespective of
Ine organizational structure, the Individual (s)

7/
. - _ _- . . _ _ - . - - - _ . _ - -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 860
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 6

{
assigned the responsibility for assuring effective |

i

| execution of ary portion of the qualti;y assurance
;

program at arty location wnere activities suoJect to
i snis appenaix are oeing pertorised snali nave sirect ;

access to such levels of management as may se
|

,

Decessary to perforin this function.

(Footnote 1.) While the term " applicant" is used in
these criteria, the requirveents are, of course,

, applicante arter sucn a person nas receivea a license
' to construct and operate a nuclear powerplant [ sic] or

a fuel reprocessing plant. These criteria will also
ne usea ror guidance in evaluating the adequacy of
quality assurance programs in use ny nolders of
cor.struction perutts and operating 11 censes.

;

(NOTE: Those parts of 10CFR50, App.B. I. ORGANIZATION,

that are omitted or paraphrased in Pullman's version
are underlined.)

'

The Pullman version is as follows:

The applicant shall be responsible for the
establishment and execution of the qualii;y assurance
program. The applicant may delegate to other
organizations the work of establishing and executing

* the quality assurance program or argy part thereof, out
sna11 retain respons1blitty therefore. The authority
and the duties of persons and organizations performing
quality assurance functions shall be clearly
established and delineated in writting (sic). Such
persons and organizations shall have sufftetent1

authorit;y and organizational freedom to identify
|. quality problems; to initiate, recommend, or provide

,

'
'

solutions; and to verify implementation of solutions.
In general, assurance of quality requires management,

measures wnten provide that tne individual or group
assigned the respons1b111ty for checking, auditing,
inspecting, or otherwise verifying that an activity
nas been correctly perforised is Independent of the
individual or group directly responsible for
performing the specific activity.

(NOTE: Pullman's paraphrases are underlined in the
|

above quote.

The rest of appendix 8 is typed verbatim except for the"i

| omission of the words " fuel reprocessing plant" where they
; occur. fty " official version"is (sic) ((35 FR 10499,

June 27, 1970, as amended at 36 FR 18301, Sept 17,1971; 40'

j FR 32100 Jan. 20,1975. ))
!
;

; 72-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 860
Reference: DCL-84-243

'

Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 6

Ned Pullman complied with the legal version of 10 CFR 50,
App. B, the proper respect for safety related work could
have been maintained throughout the company. However, the
Pullman version pervaded the attitudes of the supervisors1

involved. Their attitudes served to restrict inspectors
like myself from broadening our knowledge of the
requirements and attempting to document and seek out
resolution to safety-related problans. Pullman's arrogance
in rewriting the law on Quality Assurance disturbs me. The
lack of authority and independent freedom of the actual
inspectors to cut through red tape and follow a problem to
a conclusion can be traced back to the omissions and
paraphrases of the legal Code. Pullman's omissions
effectively placed the inspectors in a position of
accepting only work shown to them rather than striving to
prevent recurrence of problems in workmanship and design.

| I was unaware of Pullman's omissions and thought they had
given us a real copy of 10CFR50 App.B to stu@. In fact,
in ny first Affidavit I identified a requirement to
maintain a separate QA/AC department as a requirement of
10CFR50 App.B even though this requirement is casually
addresses tsic) in the Pullman relaxed version. It is
clearely [ sic] defined in the legal version. I am deeply
concerned with Pullman's relaxed version because of the,

. attitude of mana nt to relax requirements even further
] in practice.

Based on my knowledge of what Pullman classifies as a QA
program, I have serious doubts as to the ability of their
version to " stand alone" under the real requirements of

! 10CFR50 App. B. This is not responsible behavior.
(4/18/84 Anon. Aff., Exhibit 2, at 6-9.)

| The " Pullman version" accurately addresses all of the aspects of the

full, unabridged version of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Although in4

hindsight it might have been appropriate to note that Pullman had

I paraphrased the Appendix, when the " legal version" is compared to

" Pullman's version," there is no significant departure from the

intent of the actual Appendix 8. It should first be noted that the
'

Pullman " version" of Appendix B in Self Stu@ Book #2 is hot a
;

Pullman docisment that " stands alone", but is a part of a general '

73 \
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 860

j Reference: DCL-84-243
; Dated: June 29. 1984

Page 4 of 6

description of Pullman's quality assurance involvement. This study ;

book is not part of an approved procedure, specification, or the QA !

Manual and should be viewed in that light. The book was not and is

not a mandatory reading requirement for certification of any QA/QCt

'

personnel and is no longer being used as a controlled self-stu(y

guide or as part of the current reading list utilized for training.

No work is conducted or performed in accordance with this book.
1

Insofar as Pullman's training of QA/QC Inspectors is concerned, the

applicable aspects of Appendix 8 are those which deal with the

quality assurance functions. The "Pu11aan version" in the self-study

manual was written in that light. Appendix B states that, " quality

assurance functions are those of (a) assuring that an appropriate

. quality assurance program is established and effectively executed and
'

(b) verifying, such as by checking, auditing and inspection, that

activities affecting the safety-related functions have been properly

performed.". The QA/QC personnel do not perform safety-related

I functions; they only verify that activities affecting these functions
'

have been properly performed. The " Pullman version" emphasizes

establishment of the quality assurance functions only. Hence thei

paraphrasing approach was used. Where personnel involved in quality
A

assurance functions are concerned, the context of Appendix B has not

been altered or diminished, as is alleged.
l

| ..

|

|
|

|

N
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NRC Allegation 860
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 5 ' of 6

1
As mentioned in Appendix 8 (both " versions"), " sufficient authority

and organizational freedom" shall exist "to identify gus11ty

problems; to initiate, recospend, or provide solutions; and to verify

implementation of solutions." This can be either on an individual or

organizational level. Both " versions" go on to say that reporting

shall be to a sanagement level that is independent of the individual

or group that has caused the quality problem. Appendix B also allows

the flexibility to create an organization that will address quality

problems in any manner appropriate as long as independence from the,

cause is maintained. The quality assurance organization can choose

to " seek out resolution to safety-related problems" through avenues

other than the originator of the qualit;y problem report. In other

words, the individual who identifies a quality problem does not have

to follow completely through to resolution any problem that he or she

has identified as long as the quality assurance organization has

established a method of addressing such problems. Pullman's
! .

organization allows its inspectors to continue on with QC functions

in support of construction efforts so that the inspectors don't get

tied down in research and follow-up efforts. Support quality

| assurance personnel are employed to handle research, back-up

documentation, resolution, implementation and verification of

i correction of quality problems.

The statements by the alleger that proper respect for s'afety-related

work was not maintained throughout the company and that the " Pullman

7s'
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NRC Allegation 860
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

Page 6 Of 6

| version pervaded the attitudes of the supervisors involved" and that

"their attitudes served to restrict inspectors like sqyself" are
'

unsubstantiated statements of opinion and cannot be acknowledged or

answered as no specific incidents or examples are cited. The

statement that inspectors lacked authority and independent freedom

"to cut through the red tape and follow a problem to a conclusion" i

l
could be " traced back to the emissions and paraphrases of the legal

'

code" is inaccurate because, as has already been explained above, the
i

inspector does not personally have to follow a problem through to a

i conclusion if the quality assurance organization has created a way to

do so, which is the case with Pullman. There is no requirement in

the Appendix 8 that an individual who identifies a problem must be

the same individual who follows the problem through to resolution.

Pullman provides a system of review and disposition / resolution by

individuals at management levels for problems in workmanship. These

individuals connunicate corrective measures to the
3

fabrication / erection portion of Pullman to improve the quality of

workmanship and, at the same time, enforce implementation of the

corrective measures. Design is not Pullman's responsiblity, but

PGandE's. Any design problems discovered by inspectors are

documented and addressed to PGandE for evaluation.

.

76
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NRL Allegations t0067, bbb3, and 0966

Allegation r0867 Description:

Unauthorized moos to fillet welds Lthat) encrouched [ sic)
on bolt or w: sher land areas.

Allegation rubb3 Description:

4A program breakdown in the design change area in that
design drawings did not reflect unauth mods to fillet welds
because engineering issued no as-builts after mod was
completed.

Allegation 7096b Description:

Unauthorizea mods to fillet welds that encroached on bolt
or washer lana areas.

'

Contrary to the allegation, the grinding on the welds in question was not an
.

unauthorized mod. As pointed out in Response No. V-40, previously submitted

in PGanal letter DLL-b4-243 dated June 29, 1964, and attached hereto, the

grinding was to remove excess weld to allow adjacent bolts to be properly

installed. All grinding w ts permissible and done according to drawing

requirements. ho further .c tion is requireo.

i

!

I

i

i

*.

)
. ,

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328 i

217bd/0023K - 23 - October 18, 1984 |
l
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NRC Allegations 867,
883, and 986
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29,1984

V-40 Page 1 of 3

It is alleged that:

9
Pullman Power Products did not develop nor implement a

e

program to control design changes.

a) Design Drawings did not reflect unauthorized
modifications to fillet welds because no As-Built
Drawing was generated by Engineering when they were
notified of such modifications. (4/26/84 LockertAf f. , a t 6-7. )

.

This allegation has been previously addrvssed in PGandE's response,
dated March 19, 1984,

to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on C0A,
Bref smeister, et d. , Aff. at 38-39. The fillet welds in question

are actually fillet caps over full penetration welds. They were in

excess of the weld size required by design.
!

Mr. Lockert asserts that unauthorized grinding occurred on these

American Bridge shop welds on a rupture restraint. The grinding was

performed in order to allow adjacent bolts to,be properly installed.

American Bridge drawings usually include specific instructions

regarding the grinding of welds to allow bolt installation. All

grinding is in accordance with these drawings. If grinding is
required, the operation is controlled by a process sheet. In those

cases where the drawing does not address grinding, a design question

(DQ) is forwarded to PGandE for evaluation of whether grinding can be
allowed.

.

I
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 867,
883, and 936
Reference: DCL-84-243 l

Dated: June 29, 1984
|Page 2 of 3

In general, arty oversize weld say be ground to the acceptable size to !

improve cosmetic contour, or to permit bolts, nuts and other mating
parts to fit, without changing the applicable drawing.

|

|

..

1
1
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 867, 883 and
986
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 3 of 3

I

JI #57, Motion at 20. l
!

It is alleged that:

In other cases welds have been repaired without revising
the relevant drawings to note the differences. For
example, on October 10, 1983 Mr. Lockert observed fillet
welds being ground back and was infomed that the y

drawings were not being revised. Although the work in
question occurred in Unit II, the program was equally
uncontrolled for Unit I. (citing Lockert Aff at AB.)

-

117. The allegation has no supporting evidence, such as the specific weld

identification, so a direct response is impossible. It is, however,,

possible to describe how such grinding is controlled.
118.

Mr. Lockert asserts that grinding occurred on an American Bridge shop

weld on a rupture restraint. The grinding was performed in order to

allow adjacent bolts to be properly torqued.
119. American Bridge drawings include specific instructions regarding the

grinding of welds to allow bolt torqueing. All grinding is in

accordance with these drawings. If grinding is required the operation
is controlled by a process sheet. In those cases where the drawing does

not address grinding, a Design Question is forwarded to P6andE f'or

evaluation of whether grinding can be allowed.

120. In general any eversize weld may be ground to size to improve cosmetic

contour, or to pemit bolts, nuts and other mating parts to fit, without
changing drawing. ''

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - ~ _ . -_ -- --- --- 20--
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Nxt Allegation rubbi

Allegation Description:

bolting program for rupture restraints as practiced hy PPP
not in accordance with contract spec 8833XR for structural
steel erection (i.e., not following AI5C manual,
7th edition).

This subject was previously adaressed in Response Nos. V-33 and V-34 submitted

in PGanat letter DLL-84-243 dated dune 29, 1984 The previous allegations and

responses are attached hereto.

.

'

.

I
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0881
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: ' June 29, 1984 l
Page 1 of 3 !

3 V-33
..

It is alleged that:

I have reason to believe that the Bolting Program for
Rupture Restraints in Units 1 and 2, conducted during late
July to December of 1983, by the Pullman Power Product
[ sic) Corporation has failed to meet ifcensing
requirements. I use the word " licensing" because the
" Corrective Action" part of the Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR) has not functioned as reported per 17.1.16

>

'

paragraph of the FSAR, "The Quality Assurance Program
requires that conditions jeopardizing quality be promptly
referred to responsible parties and that appropriate steps
be taken to correct such situations." (4/26/84 Lockert
Aff, at 1. )

The bolting program for rupture restraints in Units 1 and 2 meets all4

licensing requirements and ESD 243. This program also meets the AISC

criteria for bolted connections as explained in response to
Allegation V-34 below.

,

|
i

!

.

G

.

|
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Attachment to
-

NRC Allegation 0881
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 3

! It is alleged that:

A discussion of the' Bolting Program for Rupture Restraints
as practiced by Pullman is best discussed through Pullman
D.R. 4342, PG4E Nonconformance Report DC2-80-RM-002, and my
own inspection experience dated late-July to mid-December
of 1983. PG4E required that Pullman adhere to Contract
Specification 8833XR for structural steel erection
(contract includes Pullman's Rupture Restraint Program).
8833XR specifically states that structural steel erection
be conducted to the AISC Steel Construction Manual, Seventh
Edition.

AISC's specifications for structural joints using ASTM
A-325 and A-490 High Strength Bolts has provided values for
minimum fastener tension in Table 3, page 5-195.
Basically, this Table requires that all A-325 and A-490
H.S. bolts be tightened to 705 of their tensile strength

i measured in tension. When turn-of-nut tightening is used
the additional requirements of Table 4, page 5-196, arespecified. Note that the turn-of-nut rotation is dependent:

i on:

1) Disposition of outer faces of bolted parts.
2) Bolt length.

Additionally, thread pitch should be mentioned because it
is a factor in the determination of the required ,

turn-of-nut rotation to achieve the specified tensile boltpreload.

I

Pullman's ESD 243-1 983 Torque Instructions per Charts A,
A1, 8 and Field Process Sheets prepared by Pullman Field
Engineers, simply, do not take into account the
pre-requisites of the AISC Manual. (4/26/84 Lockert Af f.at 1-2. )

ESD 243 is in compliance with the AISC manual for all connections

that are torqued to the 705 value. The AISC requirements are based

on this value. Connections that were torqued to a value less than

705 (i.e., 255 to 505) as specified by ESD 243, were evaluated and
'

specified by Engineering. Thus, these connections meet the
i

|
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Attachment to -'

NRC Allegation 0881
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 3applicable design requirements. The torque and bolt reuse

requirements of AISC do not apply to connections that are torqued to

these values because the bolt is considered unused for " reuse

criteria" until it has been tensioned by torque or turn of the method

to 70 percent of its ultimate tensile strength.,

.

*
.
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NRC Allegation eubb2

i Allegation Description:

Rupture restraint bolting defects were not reported per
10 CFR 21.21.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. h-45 submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-84-2bo cated July b,1964, and Response No. V-37 submitted in
'

PuandE letter DLL-b4-243 dated June 29,1%4 The previous allegations and

responses are attached hereto.

1

:

:
:

.,

1

,

i
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1
1
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0882*

Reference: DCL-84-256
,

Dated: June 29, 1984
N-45 ~ Page 1 of 2

It is alleged that:i

The corrective, action required by PME was that " Pullman
shall perform a documented inspection of all bolted and
welded connections and applicable documentation, required
by the Specification, as set forth in approved contractors
E50's

I.inorderto:Identify connections which do not conform to ,

specification requi meents and !4

2. identify connections which do have require [ sic]
'

documentation."
Identified deficient conditions would be resolved per the

! NCR's. It should be noted that PGE did not report these
NCR's to The Nuclear Regulatory Cosmission as a 10CFR Part
21 Reportable ites. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff, at 40. )

The referenced NCRs were evaluated for reportability under

10 CFR 50.55(e) and were determined not to be reportable.

Subsequently, however, the entire rupture restraint welding program;

was reviewed and reported to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.55(e). During

.

the closecut of the 10 CFR 50.55(e) report, the NRC reviewed the

rupture restraint welding program.
.

1

.

!
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0882
Reference: DCL-84-243

Y~37 Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 2

It is alleged that:

Second I would like to point out that Mr. Torstria refers
151E,non-conforming conditions as Deficient Conditions; I !

do not feel deficient is the correct word. A departure
from the requirements of 8833XR (a Procurement Document) is

, a " Deviation" defined by 10CFR21.3(e).
4

i

The deviations occured [ sic) in work that had alrea@ been
accepted by Pullman's Quality Assurance people as meeting

; the Design Drawings and 8833XR Specifications. Alrea@
being QA/QC accepted, the Rupture Restraints with
deviations included were being offered to PGAE as an
acceptable installation by Pullman. The deviations can now
be spoken of as * Defects" per the 10CFR21.3(d) definition.
It should be pointed out that the defects were not reportedj

] per 10CFR21.21. (4/26/84 Lockert Aff. at 3-4. )

; The reinspection and repair of rupture restraints is an issue which

was fully documented and reported to the NRC several years ago. This

program was evaluated and reported to the NRC in accordance with

10 CFR 50.55(e), which is the applicable federal regulation for

reporting a construction deficiency.

:

|

i
i

*
.
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NRC Allegation ebS64

Allegation Description:

Field engineer issued improper washer criteria w/o
notifying PPP or PhandE QA. When QA/QC manager was
informed that ESD 243 had improper criteria, no NCR or ESD
update was made.

This subject was previously addressed in Response Nos. V-39, 41, 42, and 44

(item bb) submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29,1964, and in

Response No.1256 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated May 17, 1984

The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

|

|
|

'

.

.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0884
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 5

V-39, 41, 42, and 44

It is alleged that:
e

(In addition to the above mentioned hardware problems,
Pullman's ESD 243 of late 1983 had procedure
written into the Rupture Restraint Program:) problems
6.

The tables provided for the description of acceptable
Wshers had not been updated per the requirements of AISC,Sec 5. Page 191, pere. 2(a).

7.
Et defined in ESD 243. Acceptance criteria for Hig[h Strength bolts was [ sic]Filed sic] Inspectors did not
know, nor were they legally able to reject bolts that were
defective per ASTM A-490, ASTM A-325, and ANSI 818.2requirteents.

8.
T6mpliance with AISC Nanual requirements as late asBolt Torque Tables in ESD 243 were still out of
December '83. Discussions with pullman Field Engineers |

Dale Warren and Larry Werner indicated that although the
tables had been recently updated, they still do not meet'

AISC Manual requirements.
(4/26/84 Lockert Aff. at 5-6.)

b)
Field Engineer Dale Warren issued the proper Washer

Pu11aan or PG&E S Departments. Criteria for myself without notification or acceptance by
S/QC Nanager Harold

Karner, when notified of out of date Washer Criteria in ESD
243, did not issue a Non-Conformance Report nor update thepresent ESD 243.

(4/26/84 Lockert Aff. at 7.)

c)
Pullman did not have the proper Torque Tables in effect

three years after the writing of NCR DC2-80-RM-002.
(4/26/84 Lockert Aff. at 7.)

11. Defects in bolt 3 m rt et reported per a NCR. I wasunable to mport t*4 <ven . I had found in A-490 bolts
because I was not O Nt o consult the procurement
documents needed to
Pullman Supervisor, properly generate such a report.Russ Molle specifically prevented me
from refemncing these documents by saying that I was outof my area.

(See Oct.17 indicent (sic) of Lockert Letteraddressed to Mart Padovan, USNRC dated 1/2/84.)(4/26/84Lockert Aff. at 7.) '.

\
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Attachment to
i NRC Allegation 0884'

Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984

,

Page 2 of 5 |

None of these allegations are new and all have been responded to
|
| previously.

The allegation about the use of washers was previously

answered in reply to NRC SSER 22, allegation #129G (DCL-84-186, May
17, 1984). That answer said, in part, that:

3 1

-"This allegation has been addressed in PGandE response
,

t

dated March 19, 1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to
Reopen on CQA Geske, et al. Aff, at 22-23. As stated in
the response,,the Pullman TSD was more conservative than
the current industry standard. Because ESD 243 was more
than adequate, there was no pressing need to advise all
other inspectors of a pending revision. ESD 243 is in theProcess of being revised..."

Although when initially submitted, it was intended to conform the

revised ESD to the present ASTM A 436 industry standard, subsequent

discussions have indicated that full-scale adoption of this standard

cannot be achieved. However, the revised ESD will explain the

acceptable washer criteria in sufficient detail to ensure that all

installations are accomplished in an acceptable manner.

,

The issue of acceptance criteria for high strength bolts has been

previously addressed in response to NRC allegation #242 (DCL-84-195,
May 29,1984).

;

*

.

.
g

;

'

,i
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Attachment to
'

NRC Allegation 0884 :
Reference: DCL-84-186
Dated: May 17, 1984
Page 3 of 5

129-6. It is alleged that:

Oct 121 .,

1. Failure to update to current criteria as,

required in procurement document 8833-XR.
i violation of 10 CFR 50, appendix B,

criteria VI.
I

Upon rejection of out of tolerance washers to
criteria set forth in ESD 243 pertainir.g to hardened steel
washers, Dale Warren, the unit two RR engineer found that
the information presented in the ESD was out of date. I
relayed the information to Harold Karner, the QA Manager,
who then failed to notify other inspectors that the ESD was
out of date and that new criteria was in effect. As of
December 15 ESO 243 had still not been revised and the
other inspectors still did not know the new criteria.
(citina Padovan letter at 5.)

This allegation has been totally addressed in PGandE response dated

March 19,1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on CQA, Geske, gt gl.

Aff. at 22-23. As stated in the response, the Pullman ESD was more

conservative than the current industry standard. Because ESD 243 was more

than adequate, there was no pressing need to advise all other inspectors of a

pending revision. ESD 243 is in the process of being revised, and the

revision, which will be issued on or about May 25, 1984, will, inter alia,

conform ESD 243 to the present ASTN A436 industry standard.
* .

.

e

| |
i

i

I
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0884
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 4 of 5

|

|

|
JI #119, Motion at 35. i

It is alleged that:
!

QA Management did not take prompt action to inform
inspectors of changes in acceptance criteria. The result
is that an unknown number of, inspections were conducted
to the wrong standard. An example involves hardened
steel washers. On November 8,1983 Mr. Lockert learned ,

|

that the criteria had been changed and promptly notified |

QA manager, Karner. The result? As of December 15, 1983
the relevant engineering specification had not been
changed, and the other inspectors had not been notified
of the new criteria. (citina Lockert Aff. at A9.)

The allegation is that Mr. karner failed to notify the Oc inspectors of48.

a change in acceptance criteria after he had known about it for a

month. The allegation is untrue, and, even if it were, the situation

described is of no significance.

- 49. When Mr. Lockert inspected rupture restraint 5-3RR on November 8, 1983
- he discovered the washers in place were a larger size than permitted by

E50 243. Revision 6/9/81, Chart 'D*; consequently, he stopped work. Mr.

Lockert then went to the Pullman Engineering Group and to Pullman

engineer, Dale Warren. Mr. Warren talked with, and wrote a memo to, the

responsible PGandE General Construction Engineer for clarification.

|

|>
.

_

|

| -

1
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Attachment to '

NRC Allegation 0884
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 5 of 5,

50. The PGandE Engineer, Ken Morgan, determined that the source document,
1

ESD 243, Chart *D', used by Mr. Lockert during the inspection. )
. referenced the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Manual.

Further study showed that the original criteria upon which ESD 243, i

Chart "D*, was, based had been deleted from the AISC Manual and replaced

by a reference to an ASTM material specification. This recently

modified specification, ASTM A436, allows washers with a larger diameter

hole. Consequently, requirements of ESD 243 were more stringent (i.e.,

more conservative than the industry. standard). Based on this review by ;

t 1

Mr. Lockert and those he contacted, the installed washers were obviously

found to be acceptable, and the work was allowed to proceed on Novemoer

9,1983, one day after Mr. Lockert's concern was raised.

51 . In the allegation, Mr. Lockert said that he relayed this information to

Mr. Karner, who then failed to notify other inspectors that the ESD was

out of date and the new criteria were in effect. A review of the files

has not located a written memo or other documentation of such a

notification to Mr. Karner, and Mr. Karner has no knowledge or memory of
'

any such notification. In any event, the item is of minor significance

since the changed criteria are less conservative than those in the ESD,

and, in accordance with QA procedures, the change is not of the type to

have required ieusediate action. The change is being made in the pending

revision of ESD 243 however.

.

.

|
,

l
t

!
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NRL Allegaticn ebbbb

Allegation Description:

PPP dio not train inspectors on AISC bolting criteria.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. V-43 submitted in PGancE

letter DLL-64-243 dated June 29, 1984 The previous allegation and response

are attached hereto.

|

|
.

.
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; Attachment to
| NRC Allegation 0886
1 Reference: DCL-84-243
!

V-43 Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 1

It is alleged that:

10 e

Pullman did not train nor indoctrinate inspectors to
the requirements of the AISC Manual for Bolting.
(Accidental reinspection of work accepted in late '82 or!

early '83 revealed hole sizes outside the tolerances of the
AISC Manual.) (4/26/84 Lockert Aff. at 7.)i

Mr. Lockert refuses to accept the fact that the PGandE-approved

procedures, such as ESD 243 for rupture restraints, contein the

criteria to which the inspectors are required to inspect and there is
no need to review the AISC code, as he states.

On-the-job training as well as testing on the requirements of ESD 243

are given to inspectors working on rupture restraints.
ESD 243

includes the bolting requirements for rupture restraints. This

procedure is available in the field for the inspectors' use should
ary question arise.

The inspectors, including Mr. Lockert, inspect

the holes to the criteria of ESD 243 and the design drawingIf the.

holes exceed these tolerances, then the condition is identified to
PGandE for disposition.

'

Lead men, engineers, supervisors, and PGandE personnel are also
.

available to answer questions and provide interpretation of the
requirements.

Mr. Lockert, during his time on the job, availed
i

himself of all these avenues.

.
.
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NkL Allegation r0909
i

Allegation Description:

Told not to reject hangers for welds that were supposedly'

made to code 7/8 but were not covered by code 7/6.

NkC Allegation Paraphrase:
1

Employees were instructed not to reject hangers for
specific reasons. One specifically stated in the
allegation that he was to not reject hangers which had
welds that were supposedly made to code 7/8, but were not
covered in that procedure.

This subject was previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

Motion to Reopen the Record on CQA, Breismeister et al., Aff., at 9-10

(JI 10), at 13-14 (el lb), and at 34-36 (JI 48 and 49), dated March 19, 1984

The previous allegations and respontes are attached hereto.
1

i

j

i

*.

! .

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328,

217bd/Ou23K - 28 - October 16, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0909
Reference: CQA Responsei

Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 1 of 5

i
.

-

1
J1 #10, Motion at 11-12.

It.is alleged that:
;

Pullman's forimer internal auditor learned that ASME-based
procedure Code 7/8 has been used improperly to weld tube
steel on pipe supports, which involves a different type
of metal than the material covered by ASME procedures.
In fact, tube steel is so unique that the AWS Code has a
special section for it. (citino Hudson Aff at 4-5.)

24. All piping, including valves, fittings and supports are required to meet

the ANSI 831.1 or 831.7 Codes, by FSAR licensing connitments.,

These

ANSI Codes specify ASME IX 45 the applicable welding code and ngt thet

Therefore, WPS 75 is a proper welding procedure for weldingAWS Code. '

pipe supports since it ts qualified in accordance with ASME IX
: requirements.

25.
ASME Section IX does not restrict the qualification of weld procedures,

to a product form such as plate, pipe, or tubes. Instead of specifying
'

product form, qualification is based upon composition, weldability, and
1 mechanical properties of the materials to be welded. Mr. Hudson is

apparently concerned that the A500 tube steel used for pipe supports is

not explicitly listed in ASME Section IX.,

26.
An engineering comparison of A36 steel (which is explicitly defined in'

| Section IX as a P-1 material) and the A500 tube steel reveals that the

!
material characteristics are equivalent from the standpoint 'of

composition, weldability, and mechanical properties. Additionally, ASME|

Code Case N-71-9 stated in 1980 that A500 is an acceptable material that

may be welded with a P-1 WPS such (s 7/8 and used in welded construction

of ASME Section III Class 1, 2, 3 and MC component supports. The A36

specification references A505 for tubular products.

_ _ _ _ _ . _- - - - --- -- - - ---
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0909
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19. 1984
Page 2 of 5

1

27. Consequently, the welding of A500 tube steel with WFS 7/8 is acceptable

within the requirements and implementation of ASME Section IX.

28. The allegation is erroneous in citing special requirements of the AWS

Code. Those special requirements apply to special structures such as

offshore oil platforms and do'not apply to the use of A500 tube steel at

Otablo Canyon. Contrary to the allegation, A500 is not a "different

type of metal" and may be used in an ordinary building. Special welding

requirements are not needed because A500 is a plain carbon steel with

excellent welding characteristics.

1

!

,

.

t

|
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0909
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 3 of 5

|

JI #16, Motion at 12-13.

It is alleged that:

Code 7/8 has been used to wid at least eight pipe
support joint configurations, including flare bevel

i

groove wlds, and double groove wlds, not covered by
7/8. Each configuration represents a unique essential
welding variable and legally ast have its own approved
weld procedure specification detailing the joint
configuration. (citing 1/16/84, Anon. Af f, at 3-4 (11c.,
actually citing Nudson Aff. at 5] and Lockert Af f. at
A10-11. )

36. Contrary to the allegation, Mr. Lockert's concerns relate to the

application of WPS 7/8 to rupture restraint welding, not to pipe support,

welding. This issue is discussed in response to JI # 19, 21, and 25
! below. -

37. The allegation of the Motion is not supported by the facts and is, in
i

fact, correctly contradicted by one of its own affidavits. Mr. Hudson's

allegation is based upon a false premise: that joint configuration is

an essential variable for pipe support wlding. In fact, Mr. Lockert

correctly notes that joint configuration is not an essential variable

for ASME pipe support welding (see Lockert ff. at A10).

38. For pipe support welding, WPS 7/8 is qualified per ASME Section IX for

ali the joint details listed by Mr. Hudson. Even though the joint

details are not listed in the WPS, adequate control was exercised to

assure that the WPS was not used beyond its qualifications. In all
I

cases, acceptable pipe support welds were completed which met code and

specification requirements. Each joint configuration is not.an

essential variable and there need not be a WPS for each configuration.
,
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0909
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984 I-

Page 4 of 5 |

1 JI #48 and 49 Motion at 18-1g.

It is alleged that:-

Process sheets anat guide quality control coverage did
not consistently call for inspections of fitup for flare
bevel groove welds. Since this was one of the joint

;

configurations not covered by the 7/8 procedure in the
first place, the loophole leaves the quality of the,

i ensuing weld doubly unreliable. This uncontrolled work
'

has been occurring as part of the current design
modification construction work. (citina Hudson Aff. at
5-6.)

.

PG&E informally exempted flare bevel welds from QC fitup
i inspections, without proper engineering review and

approval. The loophole violated engineering specification
ESD 264, which requires inspections of groove welds and.

full penetration welds. (citina Hudson Aff. at 5-6.)

103. Mr. Hudson is apparently concerned that the lack of fitup inspection may

have been detrimental to the quality of flare bevel groove welds.

104. Flare bevel groove welds are partial penetration wlds and occur when

rectangular tubes with rounded corners are placed next to another piecei

of steel. The root of the wld, where the two pieces contact each
;

other, is not required to be welded. The two pieces of steel may

actually touch each other or there may be a gap when the pieces are;

| fitup prior to w1 ding.
i

105. The fitup does not affect the required weld. If there is a gap, the
i

weld will be larger and stronger than needed. Fitup inspection of flare

; joints would, therefore, simply be a waste of time.

i 106. Flare joints are prequalified for structural applications and may be

used without performing qualification tests. This allegation has no

j effect on structural integrity or safety.
.

|

|

/dd '

i
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0909
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 5 of 5

107. Mr. Hudson's allegation regarding a violation of ESD 264 is completely
1false. As explained above, fitup inspection for flare joints would be a
I

waste of time. ESD-264 and 'ESD-223 require fitup inspection of flare

bevel joints only in one situation. In those individual situations,

fitup inspections have been done. In all other cases ESD-264 and

ESD-223 do not require any fitup inspection for ' flare bevel joints.
. . _ _ _ _

i 108. The " informal exemptions" from PGandE that Mr. Hudson notes, are

' memoranda clarifying PGandE's intent for flare bevel fitup inspection,

and are intended to assure that the ESD-264 is properly implementing

engineering requirements.

109. In summary, PGandE and Pullman did not act improperly, and lack of fitup
.

inspection for flare bevel joints was appropriate. *

1

*.
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NRC Allegation #U916

Allegation Description:

Foley 4A/QC department was subjected to production pressure.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Foley QA/QC department was subjected to production
pressure. Use of red tags was frowned upon because of
production delays they caused.

,

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. 375 submitted in PGandE

letter DLL-84-155 dated May 29, 1984. The previous allegation and response
,

are attached hereto.

,
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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 29 - October 16, 1964
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0916
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 2

NRC Allegation #375
i

j It is alleged that:
!

The lack of a reliable Quality control program can be ~

further illustrated by sty supervistor.s practice of
" frowning" upon the use of red tags ( QC hold tags),
because (sic) the production schedule. (3/20/84 Anon.Af f. , Attachment 11, at 5. )

94
The allegation lacks sufficient information to respond to a spe:ific

:

incident.
However, there was a period of time when the use of red tags

was being abused by the QC inspectors. Inspe: tors were utilizing the

red ta; while work was in process on conditions that were corre:tatic

prior to the time the work was completed and rarij for inspe:tio".

Inspectors were instructed not to issue red tags on work in pro:ess

unless a true nonconformance existed.

95.
In general, when an inspector identifies a discrepant condition or has a;

: question with respect to the interpretation of inspection criteria, he

can issue either a Nonconformance Report (NCR), an Inspection Report

(IR), or note the discrepancy on the inspection checklist. By

definition, a nonconformance is a deficiency in a characteristic that

deviates from the design, specifications, or procedures and renders the

quality of the ites or document to be unacceptable or indeterminate. On

the other hand, an IR is issued where a discrepant condition exists but
;

it does not meet the definition of a nonconformance.The determination

of whether or not to issue an IR or an NCR is often lef t to the judgment
,

of the inspector. If the inspector determines that an NCR aust be

written, he is required by procedure to hang a red tag on the work.
.

In

h3
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other cases, a red tag any be used by an inspector when he feels it is

necessary to control the wor.t such as when further construction af ght

interfere with proper correction of an identified discrepenicy. A red

tag represents the most drastic response the individual OC faspe: tor has

available to identify a condition and should only be used if the

condition fits the definition of nonconfonnance, or if it is needed to
control the work. In other cases, there are adequate methods and

controls to identify and resolve conditions that need additional

attention but do not require work stoppage. At no time have O'

inspe: tors beer. advised not to use the red tag pro:edure where the

situation requires a red tag. However, inspe: tors were advisec n:t 1:

hang red tags when the condition did not warrant the use of a red ta;.

96. The allegation has no technical or quality significance and no

corrective action is required.

1

I

|

,

.
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NRC Allegation e091b

Allegation Description:

Cuts were made in between spot welds holding unistruts
together, ho NCR's generated.

Nhl Allegation Paraphrase:

No NCR's were generated when cuts were made in between spot
welos holding unistrut together. Two U-shaped pieces back4

to back are spot welded together, four inches on center,<

there is the potential for cutting a piece four inches or
shorter where the only thing holding the pieces together is
the galvanized dip. It was determined that the problem had
been found approximately two years ago. No NCR's were
generated.

This general subject matter was previously addressed in Response No. 377

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-b4-195 dated May 29, 1964 The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto. '

It is true that "no NCR's were generated when cuts were made in between spot

welds holding unistrut together." In the response attached hereto, it is

shown that a nonconfor1ning condition did not exist since the minimum length of'

>

double strut c&lled for by design was ten inches, plus or minus one inch.,

Obviously, a nonconformance cannot exist when there is no " potential for

cutting a piece four inches or shorter" in light of the minimum design length.

|

!

,

,

.
.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 30 - October 18, 1984
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1

Dated: May 29, 1984
,Page 1 of 2
i

,

NRC Allegation #377

It is alleged that:

Another instance of the inadequacy of the program became
apparent when I discovered that an electrical raceway
support in the cable spreading room which contains Class I
electrical power supplies) was suppo(rted by a piece of
double unistrut (a doutle U-shaped type of steel support
element,) that had been improperly cut and installed.i The'

problee in the installation centered on the fact that the
piece of unistrut had been cut in-between the tack welds
(spaced 4 inches apart throughout the length of standard'

unistrut) such that the only thing supporting the weight of
the raceway was the galvanized dip. I researched through:

the files and found that this problem had been identified
previously about two years before. I felt that I shouldbring this to the attention of sty supervisors. Their
reaction was to not worry about it, and that they were

,

aware of it. To str knowledge the condition was never
,

remedied prior to sqy leaving the site. This is a
,

significant probism because this type of unistrut
installation could exist throughout the plant.

,

(3/20/84Anon. Aff., Attachment 11, at 5-6.)

; 102.
In 1979 Foley and PGandE discovered that stitch welded double strut

could be cut in such a manner that a condition could occur whereby the '

cut piece would not have arty weld material present. The probles was

investigated by PGandE and Foley to detemine if such an occurrence

could affect the Class I electrical raceway support where the double
strut was used.

103.
Samples of the double strut were obtained from each of the main material

storage areas inside and outside the plant. Each sample was measured to I|

detemine the average distance between the stitch welds. Each 's.ide of
|

the double strut was welded at a distance between 9 to 11 inches joining -

the back-to-back Unistrut channeks with stitch fillet welds.The welds

/o__- _/2_- - _ __ - - . -- - . . _ _. ___ - - - - ._ ._. . _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _
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-

on the opposite sides were' staggered such that the maximur distan:e

between weld points from one side to the other was 4 to 4-l/2 inches.

1 04 The electrical raceway support design drawing #050030 was reviewed and

it was established that the minimum length of double strut called for by
,

the design was 10 + 1 inches. Although it was physically possible to
,

cut the double strut in such a way as to have a 4-inch piece without a

stitch weld, the design is such that no double strut of that size is
,

specified.

.

105. Since the installation of all double strut was inspected to the design

drawing and found acceptable, PGandE and Foley agreed that no design

deviation existed and no corrective action was necessary.
.

x

|

|

l

.

|'
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NRL, Allegation vu919--

Allegation Description:

~

b
-

' V [g)(/Al pMissing heat log numbers and lack of material traceability
via heat. numbers e.g.7ht no indicates one inch metal

Oereas metal ~actually three-quarters. J
_--

__

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

There was no heat number log or documentation of heat
numbers until recently. The heat number log that was
finally supplied had numerous gaps on the numbering
system. Because of this, material traceability was lost.
When the inspectors would cross reference the heat numbers,
different materials for the same heat number would be
specified.

Tnis allegation is similar to NRC Allegations r365 and 379 A detailed

response to these allegations is contained in PGandE's letter DCL-84-195 dated
,

hay 29,15b4, a copy of which is attached hereto.

1

;

i

.

J

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328
217bd/0023K - 31 - October 18, 1984
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IstC Allegations #365 and #379

Seth allegations relate to the same subject but are found in different

attachments. The responses to each have been combined below.
i

It is alleged that:

Another practice that greatly disturbed me was lack of
material traceability. Before a piece of metal was cut
from the steel plate in the Turbine Building Fab shop, the
original heat neauber from the steel plate should have been
stamped onto the piece cut from it. This is important.
Without this correct number on the material, the OC

! inspectors could not determine whether or not the steel had
; the metallurgical properties for the application on which

it was used. Just one aspect of the significance is that1

welding by an improperly chosen process could result in
degrading the strength of the steel.

In practice, however, traceability was lost af ter the
material was received. The heat numbers were not
consistently transferred. As a result, there were heat
numbers on the material without supporting documentation to;

verify accuracy. In the field traceability was further
lost, due to modifications on flatbar structural steel.
Traceability was lost for the steel in the process. In the
fuel handling building, heat numbers were even swapped.
This occurred for knee braces on columns providing seismic
support to hold up the walls. In fact, in that case the,

!traceability records are backwards. The south side heat
numbers apply to their counterparts on the north wall.
Even though I and others identified this probler, no
satisfactory solution was ever arrived at. Mr. Tennyson's1

'

efforts appeared half-hearted in that the "up to date" heat
. log we were supplied with had no control measures assigned
4

to it. It would have been a simple task for anyone to
alter this log. (3/21/84 Anon. Aff., Attactonent 12, at
4-5.)

i

During my second period of employment I was
encountered (sic) with a problem that specifically existed:

) in the Fuel Handling Building although I'm sure it was
| widespreadthroughouttheglant. This problem hinged upon

the lack of an up-to-date heat number * log. This log is .
i required to certify the structural properties of the steel

being utilized as hangers, knee braces, beams, etc. was
.

comparable, as a minimum, to the properties specified in4

the Engineering specifications. This is significant
,
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Attachment to !NRC Allegation 0919 '

Reference: DCL-84-195 :
Dated: May 29, 1984

|Page 2 of 5

because lack of this log could have lead (sic) to using
improper material, which when welded according to the
specifications called for on the drawing, could affect the
structural integrity of the weltenents. I approached str
supervisors on this probles several times. Their response
was that they would handle the problem and not to worry.
Their efforts seemed haphazard, as what was finally issued
was an incomplete, and not an updated * heat log." This log
was deficient in that there were heat numers missing, log
entries were incomplete and the log could not rwadily be
confirmed to be a document that was under tight control.'
In sqy opinion, anyone could have made inproper (sic)
entries in this log and issued it to the field. There was
no controlability or accountability on the log we used.
(3/20/84 Anon. Af f. , Attachment 11 at 6-7. )

!

63. Contrary to the allegations, the traceability of material, when
required, has not been lost. All required supporting do:umentation is

provided for all material prior to the material being released te
production. Also, contrary to tne allegations, the heat numw

tra:eability is not important tc t6e metallurgi:a1 properties or

selection of the welding process. The stru:tural steels usec at Dia:':
Canyon are not degraded by welding.,

!

64 All material purchased and received has a heat identification number and

purchase order identification number from the supplier when required.

Identification markings are applied to material received by either
,

painting on each item (i.e., structural steel) or when the material is

bundled and strapped, by attaching an identification tag with the

applicable heat number and purchase order number on it to the. bundle.
|

|

,

//6
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65.
QC conducts an inspection at the time the material is received to ensure

that the material has the required marting or tags, the number on the

material or tag is correct, and the asterial complies with the Purthase

Order (PO). The inspector documents the infomation on a Receiving

Inspection Report to provide objective evidence that the asterial meets

predetemined rewirements such as specifications, codes, procedures,

and standards.

.

66. After initial QC acceptance, the heat num6er or heat code is stamped or

etched on the material by the responsible craf t. Prior to final
acceptance and release to construction, QC verifies that the correct

heat number or heat code has been applied to each piece of material as

required by the P.O. documents. It is only after this inspe: tion

process is completed that the material is released to the field.

67 Quality Control keeps a log of all material re:eived which identifies

the class of material, description, heat number or code and identifies

the Purchase Order under which the material was received. When

production personnel withdraw material, they are required to transfer

the material identification from the parent stock to the withdrawn

; stock. QC, as part of its inspection activities, checks the material
'

identification information on the finished work against the appropriate

log. The Structural Steel Heat Number Log or the Etched Fitting Code

Number Log are the documents used to maintain identification to the

///
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:

Purchase Order. If any discrepancies are identified, QC documents the

condition on the appropriate documents. PGandE Quality Assurance (0A)

has audited this activity and has not found any indication of attempts

to falsify material traceability. For example, PGandE Audit No. 83549A

identified two pieces of material for which Foley could not produce the

documentation during the audit. Audit findings were written. Foley
"

researthed the items, found the documentation, and the audit findings
were closed.

68. All structural material purchased by Foley to be used in tie Fuel

Handling Building was specifically ordered for the Fuel Mandlingi

luilding and was stamped "F.H.B." prior to release by QC Receiving.

Therefore, the material installed has met all the required
:

Specifications as well as all the required quality requirements.

69. Contrary to the allegation, the heat log is not used to certify the

structural properties of steel being used. The actual certification o'

material occurs through the process of procurement and receipt

inspection discussed abcve. Since the heat log does not perform the

function ascribed to it by the alleger, there is no basis for concern
!
|

that improper materials could have been used because of defects in the

heat log.
'

..

|
,

// 2L
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!
i

70. The alleger further claims that the heat logs used by the inspectors

were inaccurate and incomplete. The controlled heat log is maintained

by the QC receiving group that is responsible for keeping it current and
up-to-date. All other copies of the log are for "Infonnation Only" and

are used as references by QC inspectors. These information-only copies

are not controlled and could be incomplete. However, if the inspector

attempted to rely on an incomplete heat log to perform an inspection, he

would be unable to identify the material on the incompleta log and would

be required to reject the material in the field because it would not be
in the incomplete log.

71. Finally, the alleger contends that heat numbers on steel used in the

fuel building were marted backwards with the numbers of the north side

of the building being used on the south side and vice verse'. Cont ra ry

to the allegation, the heat numbers on the material are not backwards.

There is no requirement that asterial with a certain heat nuveer be

installed in a certain location. The design spe:ifies only material

type and size in a certain location, not the heat number.

72. The allegation has no technical or esality significan:e an: n:

corrective action is required.

..
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NRL Allegations r0928 and 0909

Allegation 90926 Description:

Pullman inspector had specific instructions not to address
old rupture-restraint wurk that had been performed by a
vendor-only inspect Pullman work / welds.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Pullman inspector was told to inspect only Pullman work.
The alleger observed vendor welds that would be
unacceptaole under any code. His supervisor said that was
not witnin his scope because it was the work of another
company and the alleger's inspections should only be for
Pullman's work.

Allegation ru969 Description:

PGandE doesn't want Pullman to report defective shop welds.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE issued a memo not to inspect shop welds. At one
occasion an employee found a bad shop weld adjacent to a
field weld by using MT examination. The engineer referred
to the memo ano instructed the inspector to accept the weld.

Also in the case of Bostrom-Bergen, there was friction with
the craft because they were required to follow procedures
when welding next to a shop weld that was in their mind
defective.

These subjects were previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

Hotion to Reopen the Record on CQA, Breismeister et al., Aff, at 39-43

(J1 102,103, and 104), dated March 19, 1984 The previous allegations and

responses are attached hereto.

..

|

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-04-328
217bd/0023K - 32 - October Ib,1984
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NRC Allegations 0928 and 09f
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Dated: March 19, 1984

,

Page 1 of 4
i

JI #102, 103, and 104, Notion at 29-30.

It is alleged that:

PG&E has stifled attempts by Pullman inspectors to report
and correct faulty vendor welds. In July 1979 Pullman
inspectors began to find significant numbers of cracked

I vendor welds f rom Boston Bergen and knerican Bridge.
Until 1980 the inspectors wrote 19 Discrepancy Reports on
the welds. In an April 3,1980 memorandum, however, Mr.
Marvin (lit) Lepoke of PG&E directed Pullman to stop

i issuing Discrepancy Reports on these " shop" welds.
(tiling Hudson Aff. at 28.) As of November 8, 1983, the

I restrictions extended to Unit !! pipe rupture restraint
welds as well, for work that would be " absolutely

; unacceptable under any code." (citina Lockert Aff. at
Al2.)

The OA violations on the welds were not technicalities;
the hardware was obviously defective. As one QC
inspector noted, "These ' shop welds' are of ten very,

| poorly done, in a fashion where no inspector could
possibly accept the work if done on site. In particular,
some of the earlier work supplied by Bostrom/8ergen Co.
[ lit] and by American Bridge is truly abdominable. Some
of the welds are so ragged that they will tear your
clothing if you get too close." (citina 1/16/84, Anon.
Aff. at 7.)

In 1982 PG&E repeated the improper restriction on OA for
the same shop welds, by instructing Pullman to delete -

those welds from the formal walkdown program thati
'

represents a final visual check on quality. (citina
1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 7.)

121. This series of allegations and the supporting affidavits neglect to,

place these circumstances in perspective and in fact do not accurately

reflect instructions given by PGandE to the contractor. The
'

identification of shop weld indications occurred during an extensive

! program developed and implemented to investigate, evaluate, and repair

rupture restraint weldments. This program was started because cracked
I

field welds were found by Pullman and P6andE personnel in Unit I rupture
..

restraints during late 1978. The program was based upon magnetic
s

I

L - _ _ . . __ --- - - -- _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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particle and ultrasonic examinations of enough welds on installed

restraints to obtain an adequate sampling for thorough engineering

analysis, evaluation, and corrective action. As a result of these

studies, engineering identified all shop welds which required

examination. All of these welds were magnetic par +icle or

ultrasonically examined and any defective weldments were repaired. This

included both Units 1 and 2. This program is documented in PGandE

NCR DC1-79-RM-010. PGandE reported the deficiency to the NRC per

10 CFR 50.55(e) verbally on April 4,1979, and by letter dated May 3
,

1979, and reported the resolution in a final report for Unit i dated
December 9, 1980.

122.
Allegation JI #102 and the Hudson affidavit on page 28 neglects to point

out that this major repair program was underway and the identified shop

welds were part of this program. Thus, the allegation and affidavit is

out of ccatext and the basis and subject of the Mr. M.E. Leppke

memorandum dated April 3, 1980, has been avoided (see Exhibit 7,
_

attached). This appears to be a deliberate omission since the

allegation and affidavit also misquotes the memorandum, further clouding
the issue.

The PGandE memorandum states that sufficient data on shop

welds had been received and that the Engineering Department would review
,

the data and include its conclusions in the final rupture restraint|

It also states that Pullman need not report further test
report.

results on shop welds.
The allegation and affidavit falsely indicates

that Mr. Leppke directed Pullman to stop issuing Discrepancy Re' ports on
shop welds.

// 1
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i
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123. Allegation JI #102 further indicates that as of November 8.1983, the

restrictions extended to Unit 2 pipe rupture restraint welds as well,

for work that would be " absolutely unacceptable under any code." There

is no evidence that this direction had been given by PGandE.
f
I-

Examination of the Lockert affidavit, page A12, which was cited,

indicates that Mr. Lockert discussed his concerns about shop weld

conditions in a rupture restraint directly underneath t..e Unit 2
pressurizer. Mr. Lockert alleges that Mr. Nolle said nothing could be

done about the conditions because the welds belong *c another contractor
and were already accepted.

Mr. Nolle did not make such a statement. In

fact, he discussed how Mr. Lockert could identify these problems by.

initiating a Discrepancy Report (see Exhibit 8, attached). There is no
evidence which substantiates Mr. Lockert's allegation.

124
The allegation identified as J1 #103 cites the affidavit included as

Attachment 5, page 7, and is actually Attachment 4, page 7. The quotes

in the allegation come f rom the af fidavit and were used to illustrate

the alleged PGandE attitude toward the quality of structural welds
supplied by vendors.

There is no identification of the alleged bad
welds in the affidavit. Our inspection records including (1) those

generated during the extensive rupture restraint repair program, (2)

as-built walkdown efforts (3) final walkdown records, (4) Deficient

Condition Notices, (5) Discrepancy Reports, and (6) the recent Bostrom,

Bergen reinspection reports do not identify any conditicn remaining in
3

the plant that could be described as the descriptions found in the
affidavit. Aside from some cosmetically unattractive welds, there is no

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ // 37
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|

|

subs:ance to this issue. The Motions' language is colorful and

inflammatory, but not a basis upon which engineering or licensing

decisions should be made.
.

125. The af fidavit further states that the 1982 PGandE memorandum said that

since the plant was "over-designed," welds that looked defective were

not a problem, and had in fact already been accepted, and so Pullman

inspectors should ignore them. This is a total fabrication and

distortion of the facts as can be seen ry a review of the 1982 letter by

Mr. Etzler. As a matter of fact, the letter directs that any problems

noted during the final walkdown were to be documented and included with

the final walkdown package.

126. Allegation J1 #104 and its cited affidavit are a total distortion of the

facts as can be seen by examination of the 1982 letter (see Exhibit 9,

attached.) PGandE did not delete shop welds from the final walkdown

package, but in fact directed that identified problems be documented and

included with the package.

..

_ __ ___ .. - - - -



NRC Allegation ab931

Allegation Description:

Intimidation - Pullman QL supervisor said inspector request
to perform a check of gas flow rate closer to work was in
his opinion excessive and he was not going to force it on I
craft.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

As stated in characterization.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. JIR-31 submitted in

PGanal letter DCL-84-239 dated June 2b,1984. The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto.

..

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 33 - October 16, 1984
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JIR-31

It is alleged that:
h

4.1 As a welding inspector at Diablo Canyon I ins required '

to check the welders' adherence to the procedures. One !.

such procedure using the ETAW process requires an argon |
..

shielding gas flow over the weld of 20 cubic feet per hour 1

(CFH). A welder was getting ready to start the process,

i when I noticed the flow meter that he had with his was not i

;
' attached at or near his torch. I requested that the flow

meter be attached so that the inspector could verify
!compliance to the procedure. The welder refused the '

inspector's request, and when a QC supervisor was requested
to nelp the inspector, the QC supervisor failed to support
the inspector's request.

4.2 Breismeistr at 96 and 99 makes two false statements in
response to the incident. At 98 "At no time did Pullman QC
annagement establish a policy of deferring to construction
(production
objection." personnel) when they [ sic) voiced anAt 99"...the contract does not require checks
of argon gas flow. The contract requires regulators, but
not flow meters."

4.3' This incident is enlightening in that it shows the
ignorance of not only the QC supervisor but the oc annager,
weicing engineers of both contractor and 11censee, and the
top Bechtel manager of Research and Engineering. I 71nc
this distressing because all the above mentioned
individuals heve heavy responsibilities toward insuring the
plant is constructed to the coasnitmentss of code, contract,
FSAR, and Federal Regulations.

4.4 The Welding Procedure Qualification [ sic] (WPS) is the
document that field engineers, welders and QC inspectors
usually have to give them direction in the field. The WPS
for the weld in question required a 20 CFH mintzian flow i

rate of argon gas. Ity job as an inspector should have been
| to verify compliance to the WPS.

4.5 The welder refused to mount the flow meter at or near
the torch. The welder wanted the inspector to run up two
elevations to the 140' deck and check an unspecified ps
bottle in an unspecified location. The gas bottle cou d
have been one of many bottles on the 140 deck because ther'e'
were mary welders in containment.

4.6 The flow rate at the bottle did not necessarily mean
the flew at the torch would be the same due to possible

/20 |
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Junctions, cracks, criaps, and holes in the long hose. The
flow rate of the pas at the bottle is meaningless. The
flow rate should properly be measured at or near the
torch. This was explained to the welder and the OC
supervisor at the time of confrontation. The QC Supervisor
denied eqy request to mount a second, readily available,.

flow meter at the torch and in doing so prevented me friet..

taplementing the QA program.-

4.7 Mr. Breismeister states the contract does not require
checks of argon gas flow. Mr. Breismeister is wrong.
Contract 8833XR requires that all Rupture Restraint welding
se perf orneo so me us coce. The a s code requires that
all weldin:1 he performed within the stated parameters of
De NF5. Ehe M5 code further requires the inspector Ici
verify that welding does conform to the WPS. The contract
twquires the inspector to check not only the shielding gas
flow but the voltage, current, travel speed and any other
process parameters that effect the quality of the deposited
weld metal. (6/7/84 Lockert Aff. at 9-10.)

This allegation can be summarized as follows:
.

!

1. An inspection was required which Mr. Lockert would not complete.

2. The inspection was required by code and the contract.

3. Pullman QC management would not back inspectors to make sure

their requirements were implemented when construction was

inconvenienced.

4. Sechtel and Pro,fect Welding Engineering do not know contract and

code requirements. ,

.

._ __ s -. -.__, -_ - __ _ ,,
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|
i

All of these allegations are false:

1. The inspection discussed by Mr. Lockert was a weld in process

.$ inspection required by Pullman internal specifications ESD 21E and
-

i

219. There am no requirements in PGandE Specification 8833XR or AWS

DI.1 for checking gas flow during gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW).

2. The required inspection could have been easily completed by Mr.

Lockert had he chosen to do so. At most, he would only have had to

follow the gas line back to the bottle and then verify the gas flow

at the flow meter. Mr. Lockert evidently felt he was above making

this inffort and requested that the welding equipment set up be !

changed by the welder for Mr. Lockert's convenience. When the welder

refused, Mr. Lockert's supervisor was called in to detemine the

requirements and resolve the issue. As stated previously in PGandE's

response to the JI CQA Motion (Bretsmeister g al,. Aff. at 33 and

Karner y al. Aff. at 18), the supervisor correctly detemined that

the ESD requirements could be met by inspection of the pas flow at

the pas bottle. Mr. Lockert refused to accept this at the time and

another inspector was brought in. This new inspector completed the

required inspection. The weld was accepted. Mr. Lockert's statement

that hose connections, kinks, or leaks in the long hose mate it |
1
'

tapossible to measure flow at the gas bottle is also incorrect. His

tracing the pas line back to the gas bottle would have found any such

gross problems. Further, inspection of the pas line would only havei

|22-
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|

been required if problems had been noted at the welding torch.

Typical first Ifne inspection of ETAW includes noticing the sound of

gas emanating from the gas noule and feeling the gas velocity

.| tapinging on the hand or cheek. Additionally, the adequacy of the

gas flow at the torch can be evaluated by the appearance of the

tungsten electrode and the weld surface during welding. All of these

normal and routine inspection activities, in addition to the check of

the flow meter, would ensure the proper gas flow at the weld, and

would ensure that requirements were met.

The above explanation clearly shows that Bretsmeister y al. did, in

fact, know the requirements of the contract, the applicable codes,

and the Pullman specifications that Mr. Lockert was supposed to be

implementing. It is also clear that Pullman management was not

deferring to construction but was attempting to have its esployee

(Mr. Lockert) complete his inspection in accordance with standard

inspection procedure requirements. While Mr. Lockert did not

complete this work, other inspectors were capable of following the

applicable instructions in completing the inspection. Thus, no code

or contract requirements were violated and the Pullman specification

requirements were met uhen Mr. Lockert's replacement prefomed the

inspections.

Mr. Lockert is antitled to his spinion regarding the "igno ance" of

the Licensee's affiants. Ne is incorrect, however, regarding the

" top sechtel manager of Research and Engineering" being involved in

w __ ____ _

|23
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the affidavlts.
. The personnel involved in the affidavits were

identified along with their titles and resumes. The " top Bechtel

manager . . .* was not one of them. This is yet another example of

Mr. Lockert's afsconstruction of the facts leading to unfounded-

accusations.

|

|

|
,

i

.

I

____ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ .
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JI #45, Motion at 18.

It is alleged that:

QC management told inspectors not to perform inspections
when construction objected. An example occurred on
September 1,1983, when a welder refused Mr. Lockert
permission to check for compliance with contract
requirements for the flow of argon gas. QC management
directed Mr. Lockert to perform his inspection
elsewhere. (citina Lockert Aff. at AS-6.)

98. At no time did Pullman QC Management establish a policy of deferring to

construction (production personnel) when they voiced an objection.

During the incident referred to in the Attachment to Mr. Lockert's

affidavit at AS-6, Mr. Lockert asked for a flow meter at or close to the

welder. In fact, the required flow meter was located at the gas bottles

which in turn were located on a different elevation. The location of |

the flow meter complied with the applicable procedure. Although he was

advised of this condition Mr. Lockert apparently did not accept this

situation but was overruled by his QC supervisor, Mr. Merle Edgerton.

99. The JI Motion is in error because the contract does not require checks

of argon gas flow. The contract requires regulators, but not flow

meters.

.

.
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NRC Allegation r0932

Allegation Description:

Pullman welding machines did not meet PGandE contract spec.
6711, Section 1, Para. 7.10.1: no hi frequency for arc-starting
or rheostat for current-control capabilities (gas tungsten arc
weld macnine).

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE contract spec. 8711, Section 1, Paragraph 7.10.1 states
that all gas tungsten arc welding machines are required to have
higle frequency for arc-starting capabilities, and a current
control rheostat. Tnis is not present on the welding
machines. The FSAR states that all contract specifications
will be fulfilled. Since the contract spec was not met, the
FSAR was not followed, which in the alleger's mind is a Part 21
reportable occurrence.

Tiiis subject was previously addressed in Response No. JIR-32 submitted in

P6anat letter DLL-64-239 dated June 20, 1964. The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto,

s

.

t
| PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328

217bd/0023K - 34 - October 18, 1984

/26
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JIR-32

It is alleged that: -

5. WELDING EQUIPENT STAEAADS

5.1 In January of 1984, I reported to the USNRC the use of
deficient STAW welding machines by Pullman Power Products
Corporation. [ sic) at Diablo Cartyon Nuclear Power Platt.
The licensee has responded to the charge by stating
(Bretsmeister at 82) ... Pullman has never violated the*

contract, since PGAE su > plies the welding equipment as
allowed by contract 8711....."

5.2 Breismeister failed to supply applicable documentation
of the stated paragraphs of contract specification 8711
showing how the contractor was relieved of its
respons1D111ty to use adequate, dated, welding equipment as
described in paragraph 7.10.1. Since the Breismeister
affidavit choose not to present the facts, one can only
speculate wtgy the utility choose [ sic) to withhold the
information.

5.3 The Breismeister affidavit references paragraph 3.21,

and I related statements found in paragraph 7.10.1, both
from section 1 of contract specification 8711. Paragraph
7.10.1 stated all GTAW welding shall be performed with a i

puwer aupp sy equippea entn;

; 1.) High frequency for all initiation.
z. ) Kneostat for stepless control of current.

(6/7/84 Lockert Aff. at 11.) *

The original PGandE response (see Bretsmeister et al. Aff. at 26-30)t

| to the original JI CQA Motion was correct. The 8711 specification

permits PGan( to provide the welding equipment, which PGandE does

provide. This relieves the contractor of the responsibility to

provide welding equipment. When it is beneficial to have high

frequency arc initiation capability, or stepless current control,

this equipment is provided as was stated in the original CQA

. .

__
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l

.

response. The original allegation and this followup allegation are
!

more examples of Mr. Lockert omitting significant factual details,

and making representations out of context.

,

There was no perceived need to present specification 8711, !

paragraph 3.21, which pemits PGandE to provide the welding

equipment. However, that paragraph is as follows:

Company reserves the right to award separately any item in
the Proposal Form and the right to award any furnishing,
fabricating, and delivery quotation items hereunder
seperately without the erection. Company also reserves the
right to furnish valves, pipe hangers, weld inspection
service, welding gas, and arc welding equipment at its
option.

.

.It is alleged that:

5.4 I was forced to bring the matter to the NRC's
attention P-anse both Pullman and PG&E could not resolve
the issue within their respective QA organizations. After
sty discovery of the contract requirements in September of
1983 I wrote a memo to Pullman's QA/QC Manager, Harold
Karner. Mr. Karner was unwilling to put his response on
paper but did tell me verbally "If PG&E doesn't enforce the
contract Pullman doesn't intend to." (6/7/84 Lockert
Af f.at 11. )

This was addressed extensively in the original PGandE response

(Breismeister et _al. Aff. at 28-29) to the JI CQA Motion and in the
response to $$ER 22. It should be clear to everyone that this was

not and is not a quality issue. The contract terms and conditions

permitted the equipment as used. Mr. Lockert is complaining about

commercial issues which do not affect QA. The equipment which Mr.
|

| Lockert thinks is necessary, and about which he has wildly speculated

_ _ _ _ _ ___._- ._ __ _
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: as affecting quality, is in fact unnecessary. When considered to be

beneffetal the subject equipment is selected for use. The welders

were qualified on the less sophisticated equipment which was,

| generally used for production. The production welds made with the

less sophisticated welding equipment were subject to a variety of

examinations and tests and have been accepted. The examinations have

included radiography of thousands of welds. The pipe welds are also

pressure tested at multiples of the design pressure. This simply is

not a quality issue, it has no merit.

It is alleged that:

! 5.5 Mr. Karner, not surprisingly, has apparently had a
lapse of memory regarding our conversation and now dentes

,

ever making such a statement (Smr at 86.) Further,:

Mr. Karner now states that he contacted PG&E's QA Engineer
Russ Taylor soon after I contacted Mr. Karner. This
appears to be a false statement because I contacted
Mr. Taylor with sty concerns after being referred to him by
another PG4E employee, Dave Stupi. From Mr. Taylor's
reaction, it was apparent that as late as Oct. 25,1983, he
had not been contacted by Karner about the subject because
he requested several days to become familiar with the
subject. .

5.6 Subsequently, Mr. Russ Tgylor agreed t5.at the contract
stated all GTAW welding machines required the additional
controls already mentioned. I asked what did PGAE intend
to do about it since Pullman didn't seem to care. Russ
Taylor stated that the contract would be changed.

5.7 This series of discussions does not show proper
handling of the matter as alleged by Breismeister (at 87),

i but rather a pass the buck attitude resulting in a change
of the contract instead of an upgrade of the welding'

equipment to the specification requirements. Breismeister
stated at 87 "It is also clear that Mr. Lockert had gone

;
' far from nomal channels in pursuing this baseless

issue...." The actions I took on the matter dealt with
people that went up the ladder of responsibility. The .,

i

!
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contractor QA Manager had aptly expressed himse# a# fifn

was clear to me that he had no corrective action in mind.
Next, I went to the licensee's welding engineering
representatives who were unwilling or unable to correct a
contract violation. Final resolution of the matter -

resulted in a verbal promise to change the contract six
years too late. This hardly shows a functionino 0A-

system. Bretsmeister's answer that paragraph 3.Z1 relieves
PG5E of its contractual ccanitments was now shown to be
true. (6/7/84 Lockert Aff. at 12-13.)

The original PGandE responses (Breismeister g al. Aff. at 26-30) to

the original JI's CQA Motion and the $$ER 22 answers on these points

were correct.

Contrary to this allegation, the 8711 contract was not changed

j regarding welding equipment in reponse to Mr. Lockert's concerns.

There was no buck pascing and there was no need to upgrade the

welding equipment.

i

In the allegation Mr. Lockert states he went up the ladder of
t

responsibility. His own statements do not support this. As was

originally pointed out in the CQA response, after talking with the

Pullman onsite QA/QC manager, Mr. Lockert jumped over to the PGandE

operations group which had no construction or QA responsibility.

I Then he jmped over to PGandE QE. Mr. Lockert never pursued the

issue upward, he simply jumped around sideways, as in " lateral'

arabesque."i

I

9 9

|
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Mr. Lockert's penultimate sentence contains one last unsupported

misleading allegation, "Breismeister's answer that paragraph 3.21

relieves PGand of its contractual commitments was not shown to be

true." This japlies that the answer was false. The original CQA

answer was and is true. PGani met its contractual counf tment

regarding the supply of welding equipment. Mr. Lockert has presented

no contrary data. The applicable text of the specification is quoted

at p. 2 of this response.
.

e

&
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|

JI #37, 38, and 39, Motion at 16-17.

It is alleged that:

As of October 1983 Pullman did not regularly calibrate
its welding machines and failed to issue equipment that
would control the amperage for welds. (citina Lockert
Aff, at A7.) This mechanical gap further contributes to
uncontrolled welding.

Since 1977 Pullman has used GTAW welding machines that
violate contract specifications, due to the absence of
electrical current controls and an on-off switch. The
connitments in Diablo Canyon's Final Safety Analysis
Report depend upon the use of reliable welding machines.
(citina Lockert Af f. at 1. AS-6.)

The effect of improper equipment was that welds
consistently wsre contaminated with tungsten. The faulty
equipment also contributed to holes in the center of The
weld pools. (citina Lockert Af f. at 1. A6.)

79. There are no requirements, codes or otherwise, relating to periodic

calibration of welding machines. However, Pullman does include in its

Welder Audit Program a requirement for measurement of the actual welding

amperage using calibrated tong testers. This program was implemented on

a three month frequency for each welder, and indicates excellent

compliance by the welders to the requirements of the WPS.

;

| .

|

|

| /ge ;
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80. The motion does not accurately reflect Mr Lockert's concern as expressed

in his affidavit. Instead of "on-of f switches," Mr. Lockert alleges

that high frequency arc starting is not currently used for Pullman

welding.

81. It is true that high frequency arc starting is not used for most Pullman
,

i welding at Diablo Canyon. However, specific GTAW joints as specified by

PGandE, are completed using weld equipment that allows high frecuency

arc starting. The majority of welds are completed without the high
I f rtauency arc starting since the scratch starting method is more than

adequate to achieve a sound joint. There are no code or licensing

requirements specifying the type of welding equipment. Each GTAW welder

is required to prove that he has ability to make sound production welds

by successfully completing welder qualification tests using the scratch

starting method.

82. In addition, Mr. Lockert is correct in stating that the contract

requires the availability of gas tungsten art welding equipment with

high f requency arc starting. When beneficial, this equipment is

supplied. Contrary to the allegation, Pullman had never violated the

contract, since PGandE supplies, the welding equipment as allowed by

Contract Specification 8711, Section 1 Paragraph 3.21. This action by

PGandE superseded any contractural obligations which Pullman might

i otherwise have. Mr. Lockert has simply cited the contract out of

context.

83. Mr. Lockert's allegation that use of the scratch start produced

defective welds (welds contaminated with tungsten from the electrode) is
'

.

__. _ -. . . - . - - - - . -- - - - - - -- US
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not true. Contrary to the allegation, scratch starting is not the

primary cause of tungsten inclusions. The principal cause is poor

welding technique, such as dipping the tungsten in the weld pool.

Tungsten inclusions are readily observable in radiographic examination..

A recent review by the NRC of 100 weld radiographs showed no rejectable

tungsten inclusions. All of these welds were completed with the scratch

start method.

84. The allegation that welding equipment without stepless current controls

was used is correct for most welds at Diablo Canyon. Again, welding

equipment with stepless control is available and is used at Diablo

Canyon when beneficial. However, welds do not require this type control

and therefore, most welds are completed with other equipment. Also,

contrary to the allegation, the welds produced without stepless controls

would not be defective for this reason. This is confirmed at the

beginning with the welder qualification test and through nondestructive

testing of the completed weld. PGandE also provided this welding

equipment. Welds completed using this non-stepless welding equipment .

.

therefore meet all contract and code requirements.

JI #40, Motion at 17.

It is alleged that:

Pullman QA manager Harold Kar er (sic) refused to honor
the contract specification on grounds that PG&E was not
enforcing it, even after Mr. Lockert explained the severe
effect on the quality of the welds. Mr. Karner also
faiivd to answer Mr. Lockert's September 20, 1983
memorandum on the problem, as of December 15, 1983 when
Mr. Lockert was dismissed. (citina Lockert Aff. at 1
A6.)

,

.

i
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85. As explained above, this allegation has neither technical merit nor

contractual merit as PGandE provides the welding machines. Contrary to

the allegation that Pullman took no action on Mr. Lockert's stated
!

concern about the lack of high frequency start capability on Pullman's

GTAW machines, Mr. Karner had telephone conversations with PGan:E's Russ

Taylor of the OA Department soon af ter Mr. Lockert's concerns were

brought to his attention.

86. There is no procedural requirement that Mr. Karner reply to inferral

memos such as the one submitted by Mr. Lockert on September 20, 1983.

Mr. Lockert alleges that Mr. Karner dismissed Mr. Lockert's concern

about the unacceptability of the Pullman GTAW machines with the

statement, "if PGandE doesn't enforce the contract Pullman does not

intend to". Mr. Karner has no recollection of making this statement

and, in fact, such a statement makes little sense because PGandE,

itself, supplies the welding machines used by Pullman.,

JI #41, Motion at 17.
.

It is alleged that:

|When Mr. Lockert notified PG&E's Nuclear Plant Operations
welding engineer that the deficient GTAW machines might
be the reason for some 200 welds that failed X-rays, the
engineer directed Mr. Lockert not to discuss the matter
with him further. (citina Lockert Af f. at A12.) This6

incident suggests that the violations were intentional
within the PG&E organization as well.

87. There appears to be some lack of correlation between the above

allegation and the actual information contained in Mr. Lockert's

affidavit at p. A12. Mr. Lockert states that he had " heard of' 200
.

.

1

1
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welds that had f ailed to meet radiographic standards and that he

contacted a PGandE NPO Welding Engineer, Mr. Dave Stupi, to discuss the

issue. However, this matter is not within the scope of Mr. Stupi's

responsibilities, which include operations matters, not those related to

constructions activities. Mr. Lockert aomits that Mr. Stupi asked for

some time to research the issue and that, after doing his research, Mr.

Stupi reported his findings to Mr. Lockert (see Exhibit 2, attacned).

Those findings were that this was a QA issue. Mr. Stupi then referred

Mr. Lockert to another PGandE engineer, Mr. Russ Taylor of PGandE QA.

This referral was appropriate because the subject matter at this time

appeared to concern QA documentation rather than welding. The crafter

of the allegation has conveniently ignored this fact. The entire

incident reflects the proper handling by PGandE and Pullman of a

situation such as this, rather than an effort to cover up a violation as
'

alleged. It is also clear that Mr. Lockert had gone far from ncrmal and

appropriate channels in pursuing this baseless issue with plant

operations personnel.

88. As discussed in response to .11 #37 to 40, Mr. Lockert's concern has

f absolutely no foundation from a technical substance viewpoint, from a

j contractural viewpoint or from a quality viewpoint.

I

.
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hkL Allegation ru942

Allegation Description:

Atkinson hired unqualified welding inspectors.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Host welding inspectors did not have adequate schooling or
training to be inspectors. Some only had experience as
weld rod clerks. Most of them were in school goin

They were all certified Level II. g fortheir degrees.

GFAco QL inspectors were certified to perform inspections only after they had

met all of the requirements established in the GFACo QA program. Quality

Control procedure QLP-13, " Personnel Training," described the methods and

requirements for the qualification of personnel who inspected the quality of

work. Lertification of inspectors was based on indoctrination, training, and

examination (when required by the procedure). Each " structural steel welding

and erection inspector" was tested for comprehension of assigned material

(Project specification, NDE test, AWS code, AISC code, and applicable GFACo

quality control procedures). Test results were documented and filed with the

project and P6andE was notified of each inspector's assigned project

inspection responsibilities.

'.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 35 - October 18, 1984

_ OI
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NRC Allegation eU952

Allegation D6scription:-

A QC inspector routinely conducted NDE without adequate
weld prep.

hkL Allegation Paraphrase:

ho specifics given.

Based on the allegation as presentea and the subject matter of the surrounding

allegations in the same source document, it is assuued that the alleger's

concern is that welds were not adequately prepared, i.e., free of paint, slag,

etc., prior to NDE examination.
,

|Tnis subject was previously addressed in Response No.168 submitted in PGandE !

letter DCL-64-166 dated April 30, 1984. The previous allegation and responses

are attached hereto.

|

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
2178d/0023K - 36 - October 18, 1984
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GAP #188, Petition at 9.

It is alleged that:

In 1982 Mr. Karner fired an inspector (citing 2/25/84 Anon.
Aff. at 5.).who had protested that certain welds were not
adequately prepared for magnetic particle testing. To
illustrate the problen, despite clains on the paperwork,
paint covering the welds was not fully removed. (citing

2/25/84 Anon. Aff, at 13-14, and related Exhibits
23 and 24.) When the inspector noted that the deficiency
would hinder his ability to inspect properly he was
confronted by his own leaean, the other inspectors'
leaMan, a QC supervisor, and Karner hinself. Within two
weeks Mr. Karner fired the inspector (citing 2/25/84 Anon.
Aff. at 14. )

.

48. Contrary to the allegation, no inspector has ever been fired for

protesting that welds were inadequately prepared for KT testing.

49. The specific welds in question cannot be positively identified due to

the lack of infomation provided. Any inspector, upon finding welds and

adjacent base naterial inadequately cleaned or prepared for exanination,

sinply needs to identify the condition to the craft personnel to get the

problen resolved.

50. PGandE is aware of one incident which required Mr. Karner's involvenent

and which nay have been the one referred to in the allegation. The

incident in question did not involve paint on the welds thenselves, but

did involve paint on the base metal adjacent to the welds. The incident

was resolved by instructing the inspector to identify the condition,
,

together with the requirenents of the procedure, to all park.ies,

,

a
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Page 2 of 2 !

1

including craft personnel and visual inspectors. The areas in question

were then to be cleaned, if necessary, so inspections could be

conducted. This was acconplished and all inspections were

satisfactorily corpleted.

51. The inspector in question, Mr. J. L. McDemott, was indeed teminated on

August 26, 1982, not for any quality problens he ruy have identified,

but for habitual erratic job attendance and tardiness, as is documented

in his personnel file.

.

_ _ _ , _ , , - _ _ . _ , ,e- - - - , - - - -
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NRL Allegation r0953

Allegation Description:

PGandE accepted welds improperly inspected using AC-DC
magnetic particle test even 3 that failed inspection.

NkL Allegation Paraphrase:

In a series of memos it is implied that 60 welds are to be
accepted by reviewing results in the AC mode, although
three had failed.

This subject was previously addressed in Response Nos.163 and 164 submitted

in PGandL letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984 and supplemented in

DLL-b4-lb7 dated hay 17,1964. The previous allegations and responses are

attached hereto.

|

*
.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
2176d/Du23K - 37 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
,

NRC Allegation 0953
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30. 1984'

Page 1 of 5
I EAP #183 and 1M, Petition at 7. )

It is alleged that: !
1

In 1981 PG4E neutralized a corrective action progran by |
eccepting welds that * failed an MT (magnetic particle) test,
based on results fron previously-discredited tests that had
eccepted the sane welds. The current selector switch on a
testing nachine had erroneously been installed backwards,
to run at alternating current (AC) rather than on direct
current (DC). AC, unlike OC, cannot detect subsurface
crack s. Pu11 nan and PEE both require the use of DC for

; this reason. After 80 welds had been approved with the
! machine in an AC node, the problem was discovered. Idhen a

sanple of eight erroneously approved welds were retested,
three failed because of subsurface flaws. Nonetheless,
PGAE directed Pu11 nan to accept these three welds, based on
the ehrlier inadequate approvals with AC. (citing 2/25/84
Anon. Aff, at 9-10 and related Exhibits 15-u. ) One such
weld had " linear 1rdications", suggesting possible cracks,
as long as 3 inches. (citing 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 9-10

and related Exhibits li ana iv.)
1

I In the sane case, PEE directed Pullnan to accept welds
that had never been properly tested. Rather than retesting
the renainder of the 80 welds that had been erroneously

'|
accepted using an inproper testing nethod, PEE directed
Pullnan to accept all of then without retesting, based on
the AC tests. The reason PEE gave for this was the
cryptic statenent that "the ability of DC to detect
subsurface defects is limited in our configurations."
(citing 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 9-10 and related<

i

'

Exhibit 18.) As described above P EE offered this excuse
in spite of the fact that a retest with DC had failed nore;

l than a third of the sanple, a result that PEE's Torstron
called " inconclusive" (citing 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 10 and

1 related Exhibit 18.)

110. The allegations are correct only insofar as they relate to the erroneous

installation of the current selector switch on a testing machine. The
.

renainder of the allegations are misleading because each assunes that

the DC node testing was required for the purpose of subsurface
;

enanination. This assunption is incorrect. Rupture restraints were

) .

,

e
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0953
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30. 1984
Page 2 of 5

examined for potential subsurface defects pursuant to Contract-

Specification 8833XR by volunetric ultrasonic (UT) examination. The

magnetic particle testing (MT) exanination 'DC node" was never intended

to be used for the purpose of volinetric exaninstion, but was intended

solely for surface exanination. Since both AC and DC are adequate for

surface exanination, acceptance of the AC test results is of absolutely

ne significance with respect to subsurface indications.

111. The allegation is also nisleading in that it attributes significant

subsurface capability to the DC node of MT. The fact is that the

subsurface capability of DC node KT is nininal and not relied on for

subsurface exanination.

112. The alleged subsurface " linear indications" are comonly attributable to

non-relevant concerns, such as residual magnetism fron welding or

surface contour. There is nothing to confim that the AC-powered

exanination was inadequate or that subsurface defects did in fact

- exist. Color photographs of the nost severe indications indicate that

spurious non-relevant conditions such as surface contour caused greater

retention of nagnetic powders with DC-powered exanination. These full

penetration welds were subject to UT exanination for subsurface defects

and accepted. The UT exaninatinn confimed that the nagnetic powders

retained during DC mode MT were spurious indications. Both AC- and/or

DC-powered nagnetic particle exaninations are acceptable to the Codes of

|
construction.

, .,

- __
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NRC Allegation 0953
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30. 1984
Page 3 of 5

1 113. The incorrect installation of the selector switch was reported on

Pv11 nan DR 4350 and 4352 and dispositioned according to accepted QA

procedures,
&

b

a

O

$

e

l

I
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0953
RefGrence: DCL-84-187
Dated: May 17, 1984
Page 4 of 5

,

EAP #183 and 184, Petition at 7.

It is alleged that:
3

In 1981 PG&E neutralized a corrective action program by
accepting welds that faileo an MT (magnetic particle) test,
based on results from previously-discredited tests that had
accepted the same welds. The current selector switch on a
testing machine had erroneously been installed backwards,
to run at alternating current (AC) rather than on direct
current (DC). AC', unlike DC, cannot detect subsurface
crack;. Pullman and PG&E both require the use of DC for
this reast?n. After 80 welds had been approved with the
machine in 7,n AC mode, the problem was discovered. When a
sample r.f eight erroneously approved welds were retested,
three failed because of subsurface flaws. Nonetheless,
PG&E directed Pullman to accept these three welds, based on
the earlier inadequate approvals with AC. (citina 2/25/84
Anon. Af f. at 9-10 and related Exhibits 15-19.) One such
weld had " linear indications", suggesting possible cracks,
as long as 3 inches." (citina 2/25/84 Anon. Af f. at 9-10
and related Exhibits 17 and 19.)

In the same case PG&E directed Pullman to accept welds
that had never been properly tested. Rather than retesting
the remainder of the 80 welds that had been erroneously
accepted using an improper testing method, PG&E directed
Pullman to accept all of them without retesting, based on
the AC tests. The reason PG&E gave for this was the
cryptic statement that 'the ability of DC to detect
subsurface defects is limited in our configurations."

(citina 2/25/84 Anon. Af f. at 9-10 and related Exhibit
18.) As described above, PG&E offered this excuse in spite
of the fact that a retest with DC had failed more than a
third of the sample, a result that PG&E's Torstrom called

" inconclusive" (citina 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 10 and related
Exhibit 18.)

The difference between the Petition and Attachment 2 is the reference to the

memo f rom Mr. McDermott to Mr. Spanner, dated August 26, 1981, requesting an
'

explanation of the Disposition of Pullman D.R.'s 4350 and 4352 and the

.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0953
R2ference: DCL-84-187 i

Dated: May 17, 1984 '

Page 5 of 5

.

inclusion of the memo as Exhibit 29 to Attachment 2. The iffiant then states,

"Although I worked at Pullman another year, I never got a reply " creating the

impression that the matter was ignored.

Contrary to Attachment 2 a review of Pullman files has produced a copy of

Exhibit 29 with a timely reply f rom Mr. Spanner of PGandE's Department of

Engineering Research to Mr. Mcdermott explaining the last sentence of the

telecon in question (see Attachment 2. Exhibit 27). Whether Mr. McDermott

received a copy of the reply is unknown.

.

.
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NRL Allegation r0967

Allegation Description:

PbandE has not followed through on NCR requiring Pullman to
perform a complete reverification of welded and bolted
connections.

NkC Allegation Paraphrase:

Also the inspector was not notified of the requirements of
the NLR.

This Allegation was previously addressed in Response No. JIR-30, subpart 3.3,

submitted in PGanoE letter DCL-64-239 dated June 26,19b4. The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto.

As to the paraphase, there is no requirement for the inspector to be notified

of the corrective action taken as the result of an NCR if, as assumed, this is

what is meant by " requirements" of an NCR. However, if the inspector wanted

to see the disposition of the NCR, there was no policy which prohibited his

access to the NCR files.

(

,

!

*
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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 38 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0987
Reference: DCL-84-239
Dated: June 26, 1984
Page 1 of 1

JIR-30 i

It is alleged that:

3.3 Contrary to the resolution of Nonconformance report
DC2-80-RM-002 Pullman did not do a documented inspection of
all bolted and welded connections and applicable
documentation. I personally observed oversize bolt holes,.

nonconforming welds, and out of tolerance washers on
Rupture Restraints as late as December of 1983. (6/7/84
Lockert Aff. at 7. )

,,

|

The subject nonconformance report (NCR) applies to Unit 2 only. The |
:
'

corresponding NCR for Unit 1 was properly dispositioned and closed.

The resolution set forth for NCR #0C2-80-RM-002 has been and is

presently being implemented. Pullman has been and is presently

performing doctamented inspections of bolted and welded connections

for engineering evaluation of nonconforming connections. NCR

#DC2-80-RM-002 applies to Unit 2 and has not been closed and will

remain open until completion of all required activities set forth in

the resolution.

The corresponding Unit 1 nonconformance report, NCR #DC1-79-RM-003,

was resolved and closed per the stated resolution. As-builts,

generated by Pullman, were reviewed by Engineering and modifications

implemented as necessary. The steps taken for NCR closure a:e fully

docisnented.

'

.
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NRC Allegdtion 90989

Allegation Description:

Production personnel defining the quality of work in field
(which is not allowed).

This allegation has been identified as a duplicate of NRC Allegation #0470.

kaier to the response to that allegation.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 39 - October 16, 1964

| / 49
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hkL Allegation el009 {dibb gp
fvAllegation Description:

People who wanted to do the job right were segregated from
those who didn't care, and the two groups were then given
different tasks.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

As stated regarding design review engineers.;

This subject was previously addressed in P6andE Response to Intervenors'

biotion to Reopen on b4A, Breismeister, et al., Aff, at 15-16 (VI) and 67

(LVII), and Tresler et al., Aff. at paragraphs 10 and 11, dated March 6,

1964. The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto,

f

F

| *
,

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328 |
217bd/0023K - 40 - October 18, 1984 |
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1009
Reference: DQA Response
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 1 of 3

!
\ |

1

VI. It is alleged that: '

Engineers who questioned suspect assumptions were
transferred to Unit 2. Cooperative engineers plus new
recruits were assigned to Unit 1. (Stokes , 11/17/83,
p. 9)

37. Contrary to statenents in the affidavit, no attenpt was made to

detemine personnel assignnents on the basis of objections or questions

raised regarding Unit I activities.

38. When the OPEG snall bore piping group was established in the fall of

1982, all efforts were directed to Unit 1 activities. At the tine,

there was no specifically definad scope of work or schedule for Unit 2

activities. Consequently, the entire OPEG snall bore piping group was

assigned to Unit 1. By early 1983, the Unit 2 scope and schedule were

defined and it becane necessary to increase OPEG nanpower to support

Unit 2 work in addition to the ongoing Unit 1 effort. Accordingly,

additional trailer space and engineers were obtained for that purpose.

The decisior. to establish physically separate teans for the two efforts

was based or the desire to assure proper nanagenent of the two

activities. The separate teans within OPEG facilitated independent

scheduling, p oduction control and output tracking, control of nanhour

expenditures against separate project budgets, coordination wiC the two

separate and independent Unit I and 2 project teans in San Francisco,

and prevented internixi.ig of calculations, calculation files, support

drawings, and other potential a'dninistrative problens.
.

.
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Attachment to
NRC A11cgatien 1009
Refersnca: DOA Response
Dated: April 30.1984-
Page 2 of 3

39. The basic consideration in establishing the nakeup of the two teans was

to provide each with a:6 essentially equivalent nix of new assignees,

engineers with nore project experience and appropriate supervisory

personnel, such that each project effort could be supported equally.

Security clearance for access to the plant was not a consideration in

these assignnents since the relaxation of plant security procedures

effective in March 1983, allowed all pipe support engineers equal plant

access to Units 1 and 2.

.

6
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1009
Reference: DQA Response
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 3 of 3

LVII. It is alleged that:

Similar to the experience of Mr. Stokes and others in the
pipe support group, engineers in the stress trailer were
transferred after challenging suspect changes -- such as
eliminating eccentricities -- in the models for the
seisnic design review calculations. The reluctant
engineers were replaced by personnel who cooperated with
questionable manipulation of models. In fact, there were

considerably more personnel shifts in the stress group
than the pipe support group. (Stokes,1/25/84, Tr.151)

As with the pipe support group, the stress group experienced223.

reassignment of some personnel to the Unit 2 small bore effort in the

Spring,1983. However, this did not involve. physical transfer of

personnel since almost all stress group personnel could be located in
,

the one trailer which they already occupied. Contran to statements in

the allegation, no attaapt was made to transfer personnel in the piping

stress group on the basis' of objections raised regarding analysis
i

'l modeling techniques. It is true that, as with pipe support analyses, a

difficult or troublesome stress calculation might be reassigned to a

different engineer to take advantage of greater experience or

familiarity with acceptable alternate calculation techniques. We reject

the inplication that reassigning calculations for this purpose is

inappropriate.

.
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NRL Allegations rl220 and 1364

Allegation #1220 Description:

Pullman has verbally instructed inspectors not to write
discrepancy reports. These instructions are confirmed by
memo.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Over the last few months Pullman verbally has instructed
inspectors not to write biscrepancy Reports (DR's). These
instructions have been confirmed by a memorandum. This
allows PGandE to remain officially ignorant of quality
problems during the last few months before commercial
operation. That is when it is most significant for PGandE
to keep informed so that it can keep the NRC informed. ESD
240 states "All discrepancy reports will be generated by
field QA/QC inspectors or engineers." Field inspectors are
ins.ructed to write DCN's only, and Pullman QA will
determine if a DP. is necessary. This instruction is per
memoranda and not incorporated into any approved procedure,
in violation of another approved procedure for
incorporating memoranda into approved procedures.

Allegation #1364 Description:

QL inspectors instructed by management not to document
decrepant conditions in formal reports.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No.111-15 submitted in

P6andE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984 The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto.

As is stated in that response, inspectors were never told not to document

discrepant conditions in formal reports. They were, however, requested that

where it could not be determined whether the condition was actually deficient,

.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
| 217bd/0023K - 46 - October 18, 1984

|
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!

they should describe the discovered condition in a memorandum to management

and request guidance as to how to handle the matter before preparing a fomal

report.

,

4

,

.

!

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328'

217bd/0023K - 47 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1220 and 1364
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 2

111-15

; It is alleged that:

On March 13, 1984, there was a meeting between the Pullman
leadmen and Pullman supervision, after which the leaemen;

told the Quality Control (QC) inspectors that starting
issuediately, for both Units 1 and 2 QC inspectors were not

,

to write av Discrepancy Reports (DR's, which go to PGSE to
be dispositioned) and were only allowed to write Deficient
Condition Notices (DCN's), a Pullman in-house form.

t

They said that even if it should be a DR, to only write it
on a DCN form, that Pullman's Quality Assurance
department would review them to see if there were(QA)any
conditions that required a DR, and that if so the QA
department would write them up.

I

When inspectors esked questions about this, the QC
supervisors told them that thfs new procedure was ordered|
by Bill Kimel, the head of the QA department, and thatj
Kfaumel would issue a meno shortly.

I

Kfamel is the QA supervisor, and QA has no direct authority
over the day-to-day actions of QC personnel. In addition
to this, I as concerned that this new procedure violates

i

10 CFR Part 21,10 CFR 50.55(e), and 10 CFR Part 50Appendfx B.
(3/22/84 Clewett Aff at 3.),

The entire issue of DCNs and DRs was previously addressed in PGandE's,

j

Answer in Opposition to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on CQA,!

Karner and Etzler Aff. at 36-39 That response stated in part that:
1

I

Details of Pullman Power Products procedures for i
'

reporting deficient conditions are contained in
procedures ESD 268 (Field Procedure for Deficient
Condition Motices (DCN), and ESD 240 (Field ProcedureI

for Monconformance Reporting called a Discrepancy| Report (DR)). These procedures have been in effect
since 1973 for ESD 240 and 1978 for ESD 268.

These procedures were prepared, reviewed, and approved by
both Pullman QA/QC management and PGandE to be in
compliance with the Pu11msn OA Manual section for .,

nonconformance reporting (KFP-10) and PGandt's

/s7oE _ _ _ --- - - - --~ ~
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1220 and 1364
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 2 '

5pecification 8711. These procedures give the specific
i details for preparation of a DCN and a DR. The DCW, as

identified in ESO 268 is a method for field personnel to;
identf fy what they believe to be problems that violate;

procedures and which cannot be corrected during the nomal
course of construction.I In accordance with the a proved

edure, ESD 268, PGendE is not required to rev ow the

The DCN, by procedure, does mquire Pullaan Engineering'

concurrence. If a DCN is prepared
requires Pu11aan QA/QC concurrence.by engineering, it also

This assures that bothi

Pullaan disciplines are aware of the condition have the
opportunity to assure that all items are accura,tely
depicted, and that all necessary infomation is included inthe DCN. The review by a Pullman QA/QC leadman, which is
not required by procedure, was implemented to further

,

i

assure that infomation is accurate, that all necessaryj
infomation was included, and to let upper levels of4

responsibility know of problems that art occurring. This
review is not intended to dely submittal

_

but is done to prevent further recurrence,of these reports,'

provide additional training and instructions to theto inusediately
responsible parties, and to assure that these reports are
not rejected for lack of infomation at the next level ofreview. With proper justification, a DCW can be voided at
any level of review including that of the QA/QC manager.
If the DCN is voided prior to reaching the pu11aan QA/QC

,

!

manager, it is done so only with the concurrence and
agreement of the originator or his first Ifne supervisor.

4

If the DCW is voided at any stage of the process, the
original DCN or a copy thereof is returned to the

:

! originator. Additional instructions have been faplemented;

{ to assure that these documents are handled properly and
voided copies are kept on file. The DCN can bei

dispositioned in various ways, one of which is identifying'

the problem on a DR.

The "new" procedurv sentioned by Mr. Kimmel was merely a restatement
;

;
of the procedure which had long been in effect. This meno was issued

to s1104/QC and Engineering personnel by Mr. Kamer and Mr. Cornish

on March 14,1984. The actions involved herein violated no
.

| regulatory requirements.
|

|
'

|

|
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NRC Allegations #1266,1286, and 1289

Allegation #1285 Description:
i

Hanagement diluted the QC program to keep pace with the |deteriorating quality of construction. '

Allegation el28b Description:

Management split up the QC inspection teams to shorten the
review time resulting in a decrease in the quality of
reviews.

Allegation #12b9 bescription:

QC - I was reduced by 80% to solve the backlog.
;

Tnese allegations apparently relate to the reorganization of the pre-inspect

program in early 1984. As indicated in earlier responses to allegations, this

reorganization did not downgrade the quality inspection but merely reassigned

the time and responsibilities for such inspection to more effectively utilize

personnel.

I

This general subject was previously addressed in Response Nos.174 and 295

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984. The previous

allegations and responses are attached hereto.

!

i

'
.,

.

:

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
! 217Bd/0023K - 48 - October 16, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1285. 1286 and
1289
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30.1984
Page 1 of 3

GAP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively.
.

It is alleged that:

A February 21, 1964 PGAE nenorandun institutionalized the
above violation by stripping Pullman QC inspectors of the
organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weld
synbol deficiencies on previously accepted work. That
authority was reserved for PG4E construction departnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/$84 Anon. Af f.
at 11. ) we AtracH 3

Until February 15, 1984, PGAE preinspection field engineers
did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already accepted, regardless of deficiencies. To
illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any
existing welds already accepted by Pu11 nan. One current
engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwork
was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
had been accepted, or under what revision of the
installation procedure, or under what acceptance
criteria." (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 6.)

1 The above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 nenorandun

(there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which

reallocated responsibilities relating to, among other things, the

exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

inplenentation of design changes. ' Procedures covering the reinspection

of such work were in place at all tines.

2. When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is

perfomed to deternine the constructibility of the change. Prior to

February 15, 1984, each pre-inspection activity was perfomed by a

pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The prinary

assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was to check the
;

constructibility of the design nodification, i.e., could it be t'nstalled
|
:

/5'/



Attachment to
NRC A11Ggation 1285, 1286 and
1289
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 2 of 3

as shown and where shown, and to reconnend solutions if construction

problens existed. He could also note the differences between the

drawing and the existing installation. To perforn the constructibility

review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest
J

revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of
.

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required OC inspections.

'

3. Prior to rework or nodification, the OC inspector was assigned to

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodified against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between the

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria.

4 After all work was conpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the,

OC inspector inspected the newly nodified support to ensure that it
' conplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-built drawing. After

acceptance by OC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project
,

. Engineering for final review and acceptance of the as-built design.
!

:

j S. The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised

! by the February 15, 1984 nemorandun to more efficiently utilize

available nanpower without adversely impacting plant quality. The

revised program elinineted OC participation in the pre-inspection
,

process and clarified all pre-inspection responsibilities of the
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - . . . . _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . .



Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1285, 1286 and
1289
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30.1984
Page 3 of 3

pre-inspection field engineer, including the " red-lining" of existing

welds and/or syr6ols which may not have been accurately depicted on the

revised design drawing.
A

6. The DC inspection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place

in a single step af ter the conpletion of the nodification. All of the

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perfomed,

including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.

7 Docunentation and traceability of inspection records for supports that

have had nodifications are the responsibility of Pullnan's OA/0C

Departnent. The pre-inspection field engineer is neither required nor

expected to track through these docunents during the nomal course of

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do so. That a specific

engineer could not follow the necessary paperwork in an area for which

he did not have responsibility is of little consequence as long as the

docunentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the

responsibility. A history for any given hanger is naintained in either

the Pullnan OA vault or the PGandE OC vault.

1

.



hkt. Allegation #1344

Allegation Description:

Pipe rupture restraints program was audited against wrong
contract specification.

This subject was previously addressed in kesponse No. H-3 submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-84-2bb dated July 6,1984. The previous allegation and response

are attached hereto.

.

..

|

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 49 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1344
Refer;;nce: DCL-84-256

,

Dated:- July 6, 1984 |
Page 1 of 3

H-3 -

It is alleged that:

It should be.noted that PME did not audit Restraints
against the correct Contract Specification. Spec. 8833XR
but against Spec. 6711 which covered Pipe Supports and not
Pipe Rupture Restraints. The same mistake was made in the
Kellogg audit of 10-24-73. Why PG4E did not include
Spec. 8833XR which had placed Rupture Restraints under
specific CA requirements is unknown. This would be a
reoccurring problem in the early years of construction.
(6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 4.)

The subjtet matter of this allegation was previously addressed in

PGandE letter, dated Marth 29,1984, DCL-84-195 in response to NR;
,

allegation numbers 470, 471, 472, 473, and 474:

The deficiencies in Pullman's QA program which are noted in,

this allegation [NRC #470) were reported in the PGandE
audit in 1973. Subsequently, Pullman revised its QA
program to include pipe supports and rupture restraints,
and the revised program was submitted to PGandE's Corporate
QA Manager for approval. The program was approved on
Decernber 11, 1973. The reinspection was completed and
closed out by PGandE on January 15, 1974

All pipe supports and rupture restraints that were
installed under the original ESD 223 were reinspected and
were replaced or repaired, if necessary, or accepted. Each
was properly docurrented in accordance with the new program.

This allegation raises nothing new, and since the condition
was corrected, no further corrective action is necessary.

| The 1973 PGandE QA audit of the M. W. Kellogg Quality
Assurance Program, which is actually referred to in this

i allegation, identified that pipe support and rupture
restraint work was not covered under the main program.
This work was being conducted under what was considered by
the auditor as an alternate QA program" under the
provisions of ESD 223. The auditor evaluated ESO 223 as a
QA program and identified eight programatic deficiencies.
In resolving this audit, Kellogg developed the Pipe Suport
Quality Assurance Manual for pipe support and rupture '

| 1
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1344
Reference: DCL-84-256
Dated: July 6, 1984
Page 2 of 3

I

restraint work. This manual was approved by PGandE on
December 11, 1973 A review of the NSC audit reveals that
there were no prograsmatic findings in these eight areas
except for two items in the area of document control. The

,

area of document control identified was that there was no
procedure for control of ESDs or Special Quality Assurance
Procedures. Contrary to th' allegation [NRC #4713, as a

' result of the various audits over time, M. W. Kellogg did
* learn its lesson * and improved its QA program on pipe
supports and rupture restraints.

No further action is required.

The January 10, 1977, memorandum referred to in the
allegation [NRC #472] simply acknowledges the previously
mentioned fact about deficiencies in the Pullman QA programfour years before in 1973. The memorandum, however, also
lists the steps that were *taken" to ensure that the .

requirements of the new ESD 223 were met. The memorandum
concludes, "It is sty opinion that this program will insure
[ sic) the present installations are, as a whole, meeting
the requirements of ESD 223.* Rather than show the
continuous deficiencies, the memorandum demonstrates,

compliance.

No further corrective action is required.

Contrary to Allegation #473, Pullman did audit the Diablo
Canyon project to the requirements of 10 CFR 50 or ASME.
In order to qualify for NA and NPT stamps from ASE,
Pullman was required to comit to and did audit its
projects according to the requirements of ASME. Consistent
with such requirements, Pullman established its QA Manual
and QA procedures which required audits to procedures which
satisfied ASME. Management audits of the Diablo Canyon
Project were conducted by Pullman on a regular basis
beginning in 1972 (Attachment 16) in addition to internal
audits. Those audits were conducted to ensure compliance
with Specification 8711 and 8833XR. While neither
specification specifically references 10 CFR 50, each
specifies the criteria to be met by Pullman's QA program.
These criteria, in their substance, address the 18 elements'

of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8. The 1973 PGandE auditspecifically found "M. W. Kellogg's (Pullman's] QA Manual I

complies with Section 4 [ Quality Requirements) of the
Specification." The quality requirements for Spebtffcation
8711 and 8833XR are identical.

J. R. Manning's' memorandtsn followed the NSC audit of
Pullman in 1977 and can be seen as an exhortation that the

-- - - - - - _ _ - - - - M-
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Attachment to
/ NRC Alls;gation 1344

Refers:nce: .DCL-84-256
Dated: July 6. 19844

Page 3 of 3

prospective corporate audit of the project be in the fonn
of 10 CFR 50 or ASE to guarantee that the Pullman QA
program satisfies third party review by NRC or ASME. The )
NRC Staff in its review of the Pullman corporate audit i

program determined that, while the elements of the QA
program were general, there was "a history of Quality
Assurance Program Audits based on checklists following 10
CFR 50 Appendix B criteria" (NRC Inspection Report No.
50-275/83-37 at 7-8).

Contrary to the allegation, it was a PGandE audit, not a
Pullman audit, which addressed both piping and rupture
restraints. As discussed above, the QA requirements for
Specifications 8833 and 8711 are the same.

Contrary to the implication of Allegation #474, the Pullman
Diablo Canyon QA program was audited both in hardware and
software areas prior to 1978. Subsequent to a 1978 PGandE
audit of a Pullman audit (PGandE Audit No. 80422),
extensive additional effort was expended just in the
hardware area of the Pullman program because of PGandE
findings. This additional audit effort is what is referred
to by Mr. Mr.nning in his memorandum. PGandE found no
reason tr require an additional audit effort in the program
portion of the Pullman QA program.

Pullman's QA program has been audited since the contract
began to the substantitive requirements of 10 CFR 50 and
ASME. Deficiencies found by the audits by Pullman or
PGandE have been corrected, and no further action is
required.

i

*

|
.

:

|

|
,

I
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NRC Allegations elb35 and 1036 Y'
Allegation #1035 Description:

| Group leaders checked a box on a cover sheet that was
| already signed making it appear that the person preparing

the work xed the box.

Allegation #1036 Description:

Boxes were checked un the covers of the pipe hanger designs
that they did not affect the SSAR when in fact they did

'

affect the FSAk.

NkC Allegation Paraphrase:

Regarding design review packages. The box corresponds to a
statement that the FSAR was affected. The "no" box was the
box in question.

Tnis subject was previously addressed in PGandE Response to Intervenors'

Notion to Reopen the Record on D4A, Breismeister, et al., Aff. at 77-76 (XLIX)

dated March 6,1964 The previous allegation and response are attached hereto.

.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 41 - October 18, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1035 and 1036
ReforGnce: DQA Response
Dated: April 30. 1984
Page 1 of 1

1

XLIX. It is alleged that:

Early in the seismic design review, managenent instructed
engineers to check a blank on the fom that the
calculation results would not affect the Final Safety
Analysis Report ("FSAR"), despite the engineers' protests
that they did not know what was in the FSAR. Eventually,
blank foms were just zeromed with the "X" filled in and
distributed to the engineers for their calculations. The

only way the engineer could ensure accuracy was by
whitingout what was already there. (Stokes,1/25/84,
Tr. 96-97).

197. The calculation cover sheet referenced in the allegation is the standard

cover sheet required by Engineering Manual Procedure No. 3.3, Design

Calculations. The sheet contains the requirenent to check if the

calculation affects the FSAR.

198. The Diablo Canyon piping procedures, themselves, ensure that the design

and analysis methodology and criteria conply with all ifcensing

requirenents including those contained in the FSAR. Therefore,

implementation of these procedures by pipe support designers assures

that the requirements of the FSAR are met. This process provided the

basis for supervisors' instruction to subordinates to check the "SAR

change required 'No' box". Pipe support design engineers activities are

directed by these written criteria and procedures, so that engineers,

including Mr. Stokes, need not be fantliar with the FSAR.
.

!e
,

<
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NkC Allegation #1202
,

|Allegation Description:

PGandE maae a false statement when they stated that QA
program remains in effect "for all welds", when a 12/28/83
procedure change tells inspectors not to write-up reports
on existing welds.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE said the quality assurance program remains in effect
"f or all welds." That is a false statement. The authority
to oversee these problems was removed from QA/QC and given
to field engineers not trained for these assignments in the
field.

This sub er.t was previously addressed in Response hos. 160,161, and 162J

submitteo in PhanaE letter DCL-84-160 dated April 30, 1984. The previous

allegations anc responses are attached hereto.

.

PhandE Letter No. : DCL-64-326
217bd/0023K - 42 - October 16, 1964

/67
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Attachment to |

NRC Allegation 1202.

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 1 of 7

|

GAP #140,181, and 182, Petition at 6-7

|It is alleged that:

On Decareer 28, 1983, Pullman modifled installation
procedure ESD-223 --ythtch also provides the acceptance
criteria for QC inspectors -- by adding tNe following
provision: "D. For existing installations, welding which
was perfomed but was not required as part of the design is
acceptable . . ." (citing ESD-223, " Installation and
Inspection of Pfpe supports, "at I Y and 46. ) This
practice can create unaccounted residual stress on the
corresponding pipe support. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at
4.)

On Deceveer 28,1983, Pu11 nan also anended ESD-223 with the
following provisfon: 'E. For existing installations,
welding which was not perfomed but was required as part of
the design is acceptable." (citing ESD-223 at I, V, and,

46.) This waiver suggests that faulty welds also would be
-

'

acceptble (sic), since they could be sacriffced entirely.
In other words, anythint that does (or does not) exist is
acceptable. This procecure revision suggests that quality
assurance standards are not just deterforating; they have
collapsed. ESD-223 governs safety-related pipe hangersj throughout the plant.

!
Both anendments were made with the full knowled
pursuant to a Decenber 9,1983 neeting between he of PGAE,u11 nan and
PGAE. (citing ESD-223 at 11. ) The excuse offered for
accepting these deviations fron design was that through
"as-built" drawings, further engineering analysis could
detemine whether the ortgtnal design requirenents were
neces sary. (citing ESD-223 at 46.) The excuse cannot
wash. Valid QC Inspection criteria are one nandatory step
anong nany required for a ntninun quality assurance
progran. They should not be sacrificed because of another
independently-required safeguard. Second, the as-built
reviews themselves are of questionable reliability.
(citing GAP 3/1/84 Petition at 19. Iten 216.)

j 8. These three allegations arise out of a nisunderstanding of a Decenber

; 1983 revision to Pu11 nan procedure ESD-223. The revision resulted fron
1

a series of ntnor verfations in welds that had been discovered during

pre-inspection of existing pipe supports prior to their rele'ase for

nodifications which were required by the Corrective Action Progran. .

- ___ . .- - M
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Attachment to

Referenc6: tion 1202
NRC A11caa

DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30.1984
Page 2 of 7

Undersized fillet welds, inconplete fillet welds, and minor veld defects

were observed on existing pipe supports. PGandE Engineering reviewed

the effect of such variations on the safety of existing supports and,

consistent wiu design and licensing requirenents, provided disposition

for the existing welds referenced in the Minor Variation Reports.

9. Contrary to the inp11 cation of the allegations, the quality review of

existing welds was not sacrificed by the procedural change but renained

: a requirenent of the progran. In its approval of the proposed

procedure, PGandE specifically required that:

"1. Undersize, oversize, or incomplete fillet welds shall
be as-built, provided that weld quality neets the
requirenents of E5D-22Uaragraph 6.8.2R Cand D."
(Lnphasis added).

Paragraph 6.8.2.4 8 requires that:
i

! "B. The final surface of all welds shall be substantially
free of sharp surface irregularities, excess surface slag,,

! slag inclusions, and shall have a good wortnanship
appearance. Excessive surface irregularities nay be
renoved by chipping or grinding provided the weld size
specified on the support is maintained."'

10. Contrary to GAP #181, the quality assurance progran renains in effect
:

i for all welds. As discussed in the response to GAP #174 and 295, the

February 15, 1984 revision to the pre-inspection progran does not

elininate weld quality inspection, but merely shif ts the tine of

inspection of existing welds fron pre-inspection to after installation

of the nodification. At such tine, all new and existing welds that
*h

. ___ - |701



Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1202
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30.1984 |
Page 3 of 7 |

have been " red-lined" by the pre-inspection engineer or reworked are,

subject to quality control fespection for acceptability according to the -

,

sane criteria.
.

11 In GAP #180 a_nd 181, reference to the as4u11t process as part of the

existing weld review progran has been conveniently onitted by the

alleger. Where welding which was not required by the existing design

drawing has been perfomed on existing supports, or where required

welding was not perfomed, the field engineer identifies the itens for

rework or indicates such discrepancies on the as-built drawings to

ensure that each pre-existing discrepancy will be individually evaluated

and accepted. After conpletion of the construction, QC confims the

accuracy of the as4uilt drawing by inspecting the conpleted support

against the drawing.

12. All as4uilt drawings are transnitted to Project Engineering for,

review. Engineering reviews the as-builts and verifies coripatibility

with existing calculations or perfoms new calculations, as required.

If conpliance to design criteria is not denonstrated by calculation,

appropriate corrective action, including the issuance of a nodified

support design or rewelding, is taken. Therefore, the

design / construction process continues to ensure that the as4uilt

configuration is accurately deeicted on drawings, qualifled by

| calculation, and acceptable. This entire process is controlled by
..

procedure and documented.

_ f?/
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1202 |

Reference: DCL-84-166
'

Dated: April 30. 1984
Page 4 of 7

13. With regard to residual stress in pipe supports, as alleged in GAP #180,

such stresses that may be caused by overwelding are not a significant

factor. Residual stresses are generally local and self-relieving, and

exist in all welded construction and in many stee14ased materials. The

piping supports are constructed, prinarily, of light and nediun

thickness plain carbon steel, such as ASTM A-36, steel plates and

shapes. The supports are generally not highly restrained. ASTM A-36 is

a ductile naterial with excellent weldability characteristics and is not

subject to failure fron residual welding stresses as much as are

high-strength steels when subject to high restraint. The design codes

take residual stresses into consideration in the specifications of load

cortinations and allowable stresses.

|

!

.
.

6

\ .
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1202

Reference: DCL-84-16f.
Dated: Anril 30, 1984
Page 5 of 7

GAP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively.

It is alleged that:

A February 21,1984 PG4E menorandri institutionalized the
above violation by stripping Pu11 nan OC inspectors of the
organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weld
synbol deffetencies on previously accepted work. That
authority was reserved for PGAE construction departnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/ 84 Anon. Af f.
at 11. ) e Atr# 3

Untti February 15, 1984, PGAE preinspection field engineers
did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already accepted, regardless of deficiencies. To
illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any
existing welds already accepted by Pu11 nan. One current
engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwork
was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
had been accepted, or under what revision of the
installation procedure, or under what acceptance
criteria." (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 6.)

1. T5e above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 nenorandun

(there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which

reallocated responsibilities relating to, among other things, the

exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

1@lenentation of design changes. Procedures covering the reinspection

of such work were in place at all tines.

2. When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is

perfomed te detemine the constructibility of the change. Prior to |

! February 15, 1984, each pre-inspection activity was perfomed by a

pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The prinary

assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was to check the

| constructibility of the design nodification, i.e., could it be installed

|
'

|

|1

h
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f4RC Allegation 1202

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 6 of 7

as shown and where shown, and to reccomend solutions if construction

problens existed. He could also note the differences between the

drawing and the existing installation. To perforn the constructibility

review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest

revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required QC inspections.

3. Prior to rework or nodification, the QC inspector was assigned to

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodified against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between the

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria.

4 After all work was conpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the

QC inspector inspected the newly nodified support to ensure that it

conplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-built drawing. After

acceptance by QC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project

Engineering for final review and acceptance of the as-built design.

5. The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised

by the February 15, 1984 nenorandun to more ef ficiently utilize

available nanpower without adversely inpacting plant quality. The

revised progran elininated QC participation in the pre-inspect 1pn

process and clarified all pre-inspection responsibilities of the

__ - - _ _ _ _ __ (7v
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Attachnont to
fJRC Allegation 1202

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 7 of 7

pre-inspection field engineer, including the " red-lining" of existing

welds and/or synbols which may not have been accurately depicted on the

revised design drawing.
*

.

6. The Oc inspection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place

in a single step af ter the conpletion of the nodification. All of the

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perforned,

including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.

7 Docunentation and traceability of inspection records for supports that

have had nodifications are the responsibility of Pullnan's OA/0C

Departnent. The pre-inspection field engineer is neither required nor

expected to track through these docunents during the nornal course of

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do 50. That a specific

engineer could not follow the necessary paperwork in an area for which

he did not have responsibility is of little consequence as long as the

documentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the

responsibility. A history for any given hanger is naintained in either

the Pullnan OA vault or the PGandE QC vault.

..
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NRL Allegation pl20b

Allegation Description:

Pullman QA management partially voided discrepancy reports
by rewriting it Lsica. The report should be answered on
the record, not censored.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In response to GAP allegation r200, PGandE said that the
allegation arose from a " lack of understanding" about the
4A manager's responsibilities for DR's. In my opinion, it

;is not the QA management's option to partially void a DR by
|rewriting it. It should be answered on the record, not j

censored.

This subject was previously addressed in Response No. 200 submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-84-lbb dated April 30, 1964 The previous allegation and response

are attached hereto,

i

The alleger's opinion is not substantiated by the facts. It is the Pullman QA
i

Manager's responsibility to void portions of the DR if he determines that tney

are not appropriate. No censorship occurred.

I

|

..

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-328
217bd/002JK - 43 - October 16, 1984
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Attachment to,

NRC Allegation 1205
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 1 of 3

.

EAP #200, Petition at 12.

It is alleged that:

Mr. Karner completely rewrote a Discrepancy Report that a
OC inspector subnitted on studs nade fron unqualified
naterials that were welded on the containnent liner and
elsewhere. Mr. Karner censored the DR to renove all
references to two of the three unqualified naterials
pullnan had used -- A-108 and A-307 naterial. In effect,
two-thirds of the proposed DR inproperly was verbally
dispositioned. (citing 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 7.),

1

27. The allegation appears to arise out of the alleger's lack of

understanding of Mr'. Karner's procedural responsibilities as QA/QC

Manager,
,

1

28. Under Pullman's ESD-240, " Field Procedure For Non-Confornance

Reporting," the QA/QC Manager is responsible for the review and approval
-

:

of all Discrepancy Reports (DRs) prior to subnittal to PGandf. This

review ensures that the alleged discrepant itens do actually represent

departures fron procedures, specifications, or applicable codes and that

the reconnended disposition of the discrepant itens conplies with the

requirenents of Pullnan's Quality Assurance Progran. The DR is

considered "propo:ed' until Mr. Karner has conpleted his review.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /11
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1205
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984

29. De proposed DR referenced in the ellegation declared, inter alia, that Page 2 of 3

the use of ASTM A-108 and A-307 Grade B noterials as welding studs was a

nonconfomance because they allegedly were not P-1 naterials as defined
'

in A M Section IX.

30. During his review of the proposed DR, Mr. Karner detemined that A-108

and A-307 Grade 8 bolts, though not specifically listed in Section IX,

do qualify as P-1 naterials and that no deviation fron approved

procedures had occurred in welding then. ASTM A-108 is defined as a P-1

naterial in ASME code case N71-10. A-307 Grade 8, as used at Diablo

Canyon, also qualifies as a P-1 naterial. (See PGandE response, dated |
|

March 19,1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on COA,

Breisneister, g d., Aff. at 12-13.) The inspector who had prepared

the proposed DR was infomed of Mr. Karner's findings, and a corrected ;

version of the DR was subnitted to PGandE as DR 5739.

31. The inplication of this allegation is that Mr. Karner has no right to

edit DRs prepared by his subordinates. The facts are that Mr. Karner,

under approved QA procedures, has the right, responsibility, and

obligation to ensure the accuracy of such reports. Mr. Karner
I

discharged this responsibility appropriately.

..

'

///
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1205
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 3 of 3

.

JI #14 and 15, Motion at ll.

It is alleged that:

hardware bolts, instead of the threaded studs thatPullman also overextended Code 7/8 by welding conmon
theoretically were welded to the contalment liner

studs by cutting the heads off and chiseling the endConstruction crews turned the bolts into rough threaded
.

!

until it was pointed.
'

3-4.) (citina 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at

Since they came from connon hardware bolts of A 3071

material, the homemade studs neither have controlled
chemica' :ontents such as carbon limitations, normaterial traceability. As a result, it is uncertain
whether the welds will hold for such suspect material.
(citing 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 3-4 and 1/12/84Af f . at A8. ) , Anon.

___

39.
The allegation has no technical merit.

The five metals (A441, A572 Gr.
42 and 50, A500 Gr. B. and A588) are permitted and

prequalified in the
AWS 01.1 Code.

AWS 01.1 is the controlling code for rupture restraintwelding.
Additionally, the allegation is incorrect because th

ese five
metals are not significantly different from ASME P-1 materials.40.

Mr. Hudson's Unscheduled Audit #35 identified these five materials asnot specifically listed in WPS 7/8.
The corrective action for this

audit finding was to revise ESD 243 and AWS 1-1 so that all fiv
e

materials were addressed.
41.

Mr. Hudson has brought forward an old problem
, which was previously

identified and corrected pursuant to a properly functi
oning -QA program.

- _ _ _ - - -
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NRL, Allegations el206, 1207, and 120b

Allegation #1206 Description:

A Pullman memo dated May 31,1964 ::onfirms that welding of {A307 bolts is unacceptable, therefore, all welded studs
installed in the last 14 years must be replaced.

INRC Allegation Paraphrase: I

{
In answer #30, PGandE responded that "A307, Grade B as
useo at Diablo" is acceptable as a P-1 material. Tfiat is
false, as confirmed when a May 31, 1984 Pullman memorandum
concluded, "A307 bolts with the heads removed are NOT
acceptable" (emphasis in original). (It is enclosed as
Exhibit 2.) Those bolts were the point of allegation,

i Allegation r1207 Description:

Pullman management tried to prevent distribution of the
May 31, 1564 memo.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The May 31, 1964 memorandum confirmed the accuracy of
allegation. But it has not been applied to any existing
work in Unit I or Unit II. The explicit point of the
memorandum was to stop future violations. It was issued

.

| "to prevent recurrence of this discrepancy." Nothing was |

} said about correcting existing work. It is not enough to I

install these bolts properly for the last few months of a
14 year job. Those converted bolts are on the containment
liner of both units and in other safety-related systems.
The use is widespread in safety-related syst''ms. All must
be replaced.

In fact, management tried to prevent distribution of the
memorandum. There was a limited distribution list, and all
who received it were supposed to sign and date the event.
One of those on the list distributed it "to all QC insp."
(Id.)

.
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Allegation #120b Description:

The M y 31, 1984 memo discredits the NRC staff conclusion
tnat A307 bolts at Diablo Canyon is acceptable.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The May 21,1%4 memorandum also discredits NRC staff
conclusions that A307 at Diablo Canyon "is" acceptabic,
hRC inspector Gonzalo Hernandez told me or February 6,1984
that the use of A30/ was all right.

The allegation that the May 31, 1 984 memo confirmed that A307 bolts were

unacceptable has been addressed and refuted in a letter and affidavit

submitted to the ASLAB on July 5,1984 A copy of that letter is attached

hereto.

Contrary to the allegation, A307 bolts remain acceptable as used at Diablo

Canyon.

!

.
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| Attachment to
I PACIFIC G '.S AND ELECYRIC COMPANY

208 o* o

| Reference: Response to Footnote
i 21 ASALB-775 Decision!

Dated: June 28, 1984
Page 1 of 3

M
July 5,1984 ,gy ';' ,t ',

Thomas 5. Moore, Esq., Chairman
Dr. John H. Buck
Dr. W. Reed Johnson
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Counission
4350 East-West Highway
East-West Tower, 5th Floor
Bethesda, MD 20814

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Docket No. 50-323
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Response to Footnote 21 of Memorandum and Order

Dated June 28,1984 (ALAB-775)

Gentlemen:

In response to footnote 21 of the decision of the Appeal Board dated
June 28,1984 (ALAB-775), the Affidavit of H. W. Karner is enclosed. As can
be seen from the Affidavit, the prior responses of applicant to allegations
concerviing the use of #307 material remain true and correct.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Very truly yours,

OREIMAL SletED BY

Dan G. Lubbock

Enclosure

cc: Service List

bec: Diablo Distribution

1774d/0016K

.

*.

e

1
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( Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1206, 1207, and
1208

i

Reference: Response to Footnote 21,
i

ASALB-775 Decision
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Dated: June 28, 198 i

>

NUCLEAR REGULATORY ComtISSION Page 2 of 3

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

-

)
In the Matter of )

) Docket Nos. 50-275
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC ) 50-323
COMPANY )

)
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power ) l

Plant, Units 1 and 2) )
)

AFFIDAVIT OF H. W. KARNER

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

CITY AND COUkTY OF SAN FRANCISCO )

The above, being duly sworn, deposes and says:,

Ity name is Harold W. Karner. I an employed by Pullman Power Products as

Manager, Quality Assurance / Quality Control, at Diablo Canyon Power Plant. On

May 31,1984, I issued an interoffice memorandum to all Pullman QA/QC

inspectors onsite which stated, inter alia, that "A-307 balts with the heads
i

removed are NOT acceptable." Ity intention when issuing the memo was not to

imply that the prior use of A-307 bolts as studs was technically unacceptable,

but merely to procedurally stop a practice which had evoked enough controversy

that its continuation was not deemed desirable.The memo was written to

specifically address DR-5892, which referenced A-490 and A-193-87 studs, and

to provide additional controls on the type of carbon steel stud material which
.

can be welded without extra case-by-case authorization.

/73
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. - ._- . .. . .-_



Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1206, 1207, and 1208
Reference: Response to Footrote 21*
ASALB-775 Decision
Dated: June 28, 1984
Page 3 of 3

)
The May 31, 1984 meno does not in any way alter the position taken in

PGandE's Response to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen the Record on the

Issue of Construction Quality Assurance, Attachment C, pages 12-13. A-307

Grade 8 bolts / studs are weldable and have been properly welded and meet all

specification and code requirements for weldability, chemical composition,

strength, and traceability.

There was no technical reason why I included the statement regarding the

use of A-307 Grade 8 bolts as studs. I only meant that from that date

forward, Pullman welders could no longer make A-307 Grade 8 studs from A-307

Grade 8 bolts without prior QA/QC approval.3

I have read the preceding two pages and the information outlined therein

is true and accurate to the best of gy knowledge.

Dated: July 5,1984
H. W. Karner

Subscribed and sworn to
before me this 5th day C T. NEAL MADI5ONof July,1984 NOTm PUsDC - CAUF0WEA

Cair AND CouMTV OF

C.T AkW-1646
SAN FRANCISCO

~ - a #. a
Cynthia Neal-iadison '

Notary Pubite in and for the
City and County of San Francsico f SEAL-
State of California
pty commiission expires

iDecember 27, 1985

.
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